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Abstract

The amount of data generated per year will reach more than 44, 000 bil-
lion gigabytes in 2020, ten times more than in 2003 and this is likely to
continue according to the current trends. This means more than 10, 000
gigabytes per person and per year of data were generated by the daily
life. Therefore, the term of "Big Data" was introduced. Big Data refers to
very large datasets that are collected from different fields, which hetero-
geneous and continue to grow at rapid pace. Analysing and extracting
relevant information from these datasets is one of the biggest challenges
due to their needs to huge storage capacity, processing power, efficient
mining algorithms to deal not only with the size but also with hetero-
geneity, noise, and their learning capacity. These require architectural
modifications in the data storage and in the data management, as well
as the development of new algorithms for efficient Big Data mining. In
fact, the analysis of Big Data requires powerful, scalable, and accurate
data analytics techniques that the traditional data mining and machine
learning do not have as a whole. Therefore, new data analytics frame-
works are needed to deal with the Big Data challenges such as volume,
velocity, veracity, variety of the data. Distributed data mining constitutes
a promising approach for Big Data analytics, as datasets are usually pro-
duced in distributed locations, and processing them on their local sites
will reduce significantly the response times, communications, etc.

In this thesis we developed, and implemented a data mining framework
that can analyse Big Data within a reasonable response time, produce
accurate results, and use existing and current computing and storage
infrastructure, such as cloud computing. The framework is distributed
and deals with issues of high-performance computing. The proposed
approach was developed and implemented for spatial data mining. It is
general and can handle very large data and deals with data heterogeneity
and velocity of the datasets.

The approach consists of two phases. The first phase generates local
models and the second one tends to aggregate the local results to ob-
tain global models. It is capable of analysing the datasets located in each
site using different clustering techniques. The aggregation phase is de-
signed in such a way that the final clusters are compact and accurate
while the overall process is efficient in time and memory allocation. The
approach was thoroughly tested and compared to well-known cluster-
ing algorithms. The results show that the approach not only produces
high-quality results compared to the existing approaches but also has
super-linear speed-up and scales up very well by taking advantage of the
Hadoop MapReduce paradigm.
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CHAPTER

ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

With recent advances in information and communication technologies, digital
sensor technologies, and ubiquitous computing, we are able to collect huge
amounts of data across a wide variety of fields. For instance, in the social
media alone, it has been reported in 2017 that we send more than 200 mil-
lion emails and 300 thousand tweets per minutes, we generate about 2 million
Facebook likes and upload 200 thousand photos to Facebook per minute. We
estimate these numbers will increase at an exponential rate within the next
decade. We live in the era of Big Data. In fact, we collect and accumulate mas-
sive amounts of data at a dramatic pace. Although all these data collections
are stored waiting for analysis, only a very small proportion of it is actually
exploited. While the deluge of data holds the promise of supporting a wide
range of answers to many problems that cannot be dealt with until now, it has
created many key challenges for the existing information systems and data
search and analysis tools in terms of both processing capacity and perfor-
mance. These challenges include the volume, variety, velocity, and veracity of
the data. The volume of data is so large that the current mining tools cannot
deal with it within a reasonable time and accuracy of the results. Data is not

1



1.1 Motivation

just a set of numerical values stored in tables of databases. It is so unstruc-
tured and varied that the conventional techniques of data preparation used in
the Knowledge Discovery (KDD) process fails to address correctly. The veloc-
ity at which the data is collected is so high in some application domains that
makes it very difficult to analyse in real-time to take the full advantage of its
knowledge on time. Finally, the data we collect is often uncertain, imprecise,
and noisy. This is a very serious problem, as the task of cleaning and trans-
forming raw data to quality data that can be mined and analysed is extremely
difficult and will impact significantly on the quality of the mined results. All
these challenges are not new in Computer Science, but it is the first time we
are faced with real-world problems that have them all. And the critical ques-
tion is how to extract valuable knowledge from this ”Big” data when it is still in
motion.

Some very large companies such as Google, Facebook, Amazon, Microsoft,
and cloud-based service providers, have already been experimenting with Big
Data for the last decade. They have solved the problem of collecting and stor-
ing massive amounts of data. But they are still looking for ways of mining
that data in real-time. Google search engine is a huge achievement if we con-
sider the amount of data that is processed per day and the execution time of
one query search. Google certainly knows how to search very large volumes
of data and how to deal with the data velocity but their current engines do
not have complex queries as in the OLAP model. In the case of Facebook,
for instance, they collect a huge variety of data (likes, images, documents,
messages, etc.), but they still do not have efficient mining tools for identify-
ing legal and illegal material or decent and indecent content, and therefore,
decide quickly which material to keep online and which material should be
discarded. This demonstrates that the problem of Big Data is still open and
dealing with all its challenges at once is an extremely complex task. The next
step is to build solutions to respond to the needs of the users in particular and
society in general, within this world of Big Data.

Nevertheless, we have two key requirements of Big Data. Firstly, we can
collect and store as much data as possible. The storage capacity is available
and affordable. Secondly, the processing power is also available and afford-
able. For instance, cloud computing offers tremendous processing power
and storage capacity. Cloud processing power is provided by millions of

2



1.1 Motivation

processors which can be dynamically allocated based on the task to be per-
formed. With the proliferation of data centres all over the world cloud stor-
age capacity is immense. Moreover, cloud computing has the capabilities of
high-performance computing; high network performance, fast storage, large
amounts of memory, very high computing capabilities. Therefore, one of the
key objectives of our data mining framework is to exploit cloud infrastruc-
ture capabilities. However, the mining and analysis tools are still in their
infancy. Such tools are gaining in popularity and every large company is look-
ing for some form of data analytics tools to explore their historical data with
the view to strengthen their decision-making processes and understanding of
their business.

Data mining is defined as “a process of discovering meaningful new correla-
tions, patterns and trends by sifting through large amounts of data stored in reposi-
tories, using pattern recognition technologies as well as statistical and mathematical
techniques” [6]. Data mining, also called knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) process, is still one of the most powerful and effective methods of
knowledge extraction, decision-making, prediction, pattern recognition, etc.
From its definition, data mining is meant to work on large datasets. However,
the Big Data challenges have pushed the mining process beyond its limits so
that it is not valid anymore. For example, if we want to mine the web using
the data mining process, as it is defined, it is just not possible for the following
reasons: 1) Collecting, cleaning, pre-processing the web data and integrating
it into a data-warehouse is mission impossible. 2) Web data is very dynamic
and changing at an extremely rapid pace, so mining it in a traditional way is
not worth doing in most of the time. 3) Most knowledge mining algorithms
assume the data to be noise-free. This is obviously a very strong assumption
and the real-world data is far from free of noise, including the web data of
course. This compromises significantly the accuracy of the results. 4) Web
data is highly multi-dimensional [7], and the search space usually grows
exponentially with the number of dimensions. This affects very badly the
performance of many mining algorithms. 5) Data mining, more often, uses
machine learning and statistical methods for the data analysis and/or data
pre-processing phases. However, the majority of those techniques are not
designed for very large datasets as in Big Data. Their complexity is either
exponential or medium-order polynomial. The norm for Big Data analysis
algorithms is linear complexity. Sampling, clustering, and partitioning are the

3



1.2 Problem Statement

other common techniques that are used to reduce the size of the dataset that
will be mined. these create other issues such as completeness and choice of
samples, etc.

Very few approaches have been used to date to cope with Big Data chal-
lenges. The first approach is the use of parallelism to share the computations
among a large number of processors [8]. All popular data mining algorithms
have been parallelised and numerous parallel versions of each algorithm can
be found in the public domains. These versions have been developed for
specific parallel architectures or parallel programming paradigms. While par-
allelisation of the mining algorithms is useful to speed up the computations,
they assume that the input data has been pre-processed, noise-free, and ac-
cessible by the processors, which is not the case in the majority of applica-
tions. Moreover, these versions do not deal with data heterogeneity and they
have data dependencies, which require communications and synchronisations
mechanisms, hence makes them inefficient. The second approach is the use
of distributed systems to share tasks’ computations among a large number of
autonomous processing nodes. This kind of approaches can deal with the data
heterogeneity, but they are loosely-coupled, and have significant overhead to
coordinate all the processing nodes and the overall mining results. Again,
many distributed versions of popular data mining approaches can be found
in the literature. While these approaches mainly concern association rules
mining and classification algorithms, there are only few distributed versions
of clustering algorithms for large datasets.

1.2 Problem Statement

The main motivation of this thesis is to propose, design, and develop a data
mining framework that can analyse the data within a reasonable response
time, produce accurate results, and use existing and current computing and
storage infrastructure. The framework is distributed and deals with issues of
high-performance computing. As can be seen in the remainder of this the-
sis, this distributed framework is thoroughly studied for clustering as a data
mining technique, as only a few distributed clustering algorithms for large
datasets can be found in the literature. This distributed clustering framework
has been developed and implemented for spatial data mining. The approach

4



1.2 Problem Statement

is general and can handle very large data and deals with data heterogeneity
and velocity.

In the majority of Big Data applications, the data is collected using differ-
ent instruments and/or sensors and stored in different locations for reasons of
either proximity or storage capacity. By proximity, we mean the data is stored
within the location where it was collected and/or produced. Other times one
needs to store that data at different locations where there is enough storage
capacity and also for replication. Another remark about these applications is
that the data collected and/or produced at different locations are also differ-
ent in quality. Different instruments and sensors are more likely to produce
or collect different data. In some cases, the data of one location may have dif-
ferent attributes than the data of another location. Such data heterogeneity is
currently dealt with by building complex meta dictionaries and complex data
integration tools, which are not always necessary.

Therefore, the main idea of the proposed distributed clustering framework
is to mine the data locally in every location and then mine the knowledge of
those locations to generate new knowledge that everyone can benefit from.
Mining the data locally has many advantages:

• The data volume is not an issue since each location will process its own
share of data. This reduces significantly the problem size.

• The data heterogeneity (or Big Data variety) is not also an issue since the
heterogeneity will be dealt with locally in each location to prepare the
data to local mining.

• The local data can be mined using algorithms and processes that are
appropriate to the local data characteristics and local needs.

• The local mined results can be exploited as they are by the local users.

• Mining the data locally will preserve better its privacy, as some cus-
tomers’ data may be highly sensitive and vulnerable if it has to be moved
to a central location.
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1.3 Thesis Objectives

As explained above, Big Data which is a current trend of the digital world, will
continue to grow. However, such data will be only useful if we can mine it and
take advantage of the knowledge that it contains. Based on the complexity of
this problem and the problem statement explained above, we set the following
objectives.

As the data that can be collected is very diverse, our first objective of this
research is to focus on one type of data, which is spatial data. Spatial data is
certainly big and represents the major portion of the world data (about 80% of
data is spatial or contains an element of space in it). The technologies used to
collect spatial data are well advanced and sophisticated; ranging from satel-
lite images, hurricane and weather sensors, high-resolution remote sensing to
GPS, mobile devices, and census surveys. This type of Big Data requires new
mining and analytical methods and visualisation tools to try to understand
the phenomena that govern it.

Develop a new clustering approach that combines both the mining of the
data and the knowledge. This is different from feedback that we can find in
some machine learning techniques such as deep learning. Our goal in mining
both data and knowledge is to reduce the problem complexity and improve
the quality of the final results.

Develop a clustering approach that is by its nature distributed. Distributed
approaches have the advantage of sharing the resources available in the infras-
tructure and cooperating to solve complex problems faster. While cooperation
is very important, it introduces significant costs (overheads) due to very slow
communications compared to the processor and memory speeds. The com-
munication cost can be very problematic if it is not controlled. The objective
is to reduce the proposed approach communication costs.

Use existing computing infrastructure (either hardware and software) to
implement the proposed framework and study its behaviour. For instance, our
objective is to use both cloud computing and MapReduce. Cloud computing
will be used as a distributed platform to run the framework. MapReduce will
be used as a programming model to implement it on the cloud.
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Compare two different implementations of the framework; an in-house
implementation on a network of heterogeneous computers connected by an
ordinary network while the second implementation is based on a dedicated
cluster of computers with MapReduce which is representative of one of the
most common cloud computing technologies currently in use. This allows us
not only to validate the framework in different computing environments but
also to study the framework’s settings and determine its best possible settings
and tools for each environment.

1.4 Thesis Approach

Our approach to this project follows the framework requirements and specifi-
cations for spatial data mining. We started by identifying the main and pop-
ular clustering algorithms that can handle spatial datasets. We studied their
strengths and weaknesses in both centralised and distributed environments.
Using centralised environments we mean the sequential versions of the algo-
rithms. This is done through a thorough literature review of distributed data
mining techniques, the big spatial data applications and challenges.

We started by developing the framework taking into account the challenges
of mining large datasets as well as issues of distributed and parallel architec-
tures. Our approach is incremental. We prioritise the challenges and then we
dealt with one at a time. For instance, we started exploring one dimensional
data on two machines to study the complexity of data communications in
data mining algorithms. The conclusion is very dramatic; some existing dis-
tributed algorithms were very inefficient due to the very high communication
cost. These include parallel versions of the algorithms.

To validate the distributed clustering framework concepts we developed a
framework that can run on a single machine using an in-house implementa-
tion. This is a very important step, as one needs to compare its results with
other sequential versions of popular clustering algorithms. During this step
many decisions in terms of the programming paradigms that should be used
to allow us to develop a sequential and a distributed version of the framework.
Basically, we need programming tools that can be configured for one machine
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(with zero communications) as well as many machines (with automatic man-
agement of the communications).

One of the crucial challenges of this framework is to design an efficient
knowledge mining algorithm that gathers the local knowledge produced in
each location and mine them so that the new results (also called global results)
will be efficient in terms of accuracy and performance.

Once the framework was developed, implemented and tested it on a clus-
ter of machines, we developed a cloud computing implementation using MapRe-
duce.

During all these development phases, we tested and benchmarked all the
algorithms developed and used in this study. This allowed us to study the
framework characteristics and features (parameter settings), the complexity
and the scalability of the approach with different numbers of processing nodes
and different sizes of data, and finally the accuracy of the final results.

This incremental methodology has proven to be very effective in our case.
This helped us to isolate issues, learn from them and accumulate knowledge
within a very complex system such as the one tackled in this thesis. However,
it was difficult to put in place as many choices have to be made throughout
the whole process.

1.5 Contributions

This project started with the very simple idea of how to cluster very large
datasets without trying to parallelise the existing clustering algorithm. We
thought that to deal with Big Data that has significant velocity, the parallelisa-
tion of the existing algorithms or building their distributed versions will not
solve the problem. These will create even more problems; such as data dis-
tribution, synchronisation, data exchange between nodes, etc. So, we wanted
to study a new approach that exploits the advantages of distributed and par-
allel computing (cloud computing) while avoiding pure parallelisation of the
sequential versions of the existing algorithms. The contributions of this study
are summarised in the following:
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• We proposed a new general data mining approach that is based on the
data partitioning. Our technique constitutes an innovative way of per-
forming the analysis of large datasets. It relies on a simple concept of
divide and conquer. In other words, one first needs to partition the ini-
tial data into buckets, then perform clustering on each bucket indepen-
dently of the others. Finally, aggregate the local clustering to generate
global clusters. This approach reduces the complexity of the local clus-
tering, as each local clustering is performed on a smaller dataset. The
approach can be executed in either distributed or parallel computing
systems, without any changes in its concepts.

• The approach we proposed can deal with heterogeneous datasets, which
traditional approaches cannot do. This is possible because, as mentioned
above, each local clustering is run independently of the other. So, the lo-
cal clustering algorithm should be chosen according to the characteristics
of the local dataset only.

• Our approach deals with some limitations of the traditional and very
popular clustering algorithms, such as K-means. In the case of K-means,
the number of target clusters "K" must be known in advance. This is a
very penalising limitation, since, in the majority of cases, the user does
not know "K". The implementation of K-means using our approach does
not need "K" to be known in advance; it is calculated dynamically. This
is a huge improvement for the K-means algorithm, for instance.

• We have implemented the approach on two different systems. The first
one targets a cluster of computers connected by a standard commu-
nication network. In this implementation, all the phases of the ap-
proach were locally controlled. The second implementation is realised
on Hadoop MapReduce in a cloud computing environment. In this case,
we have no control of the execution. The results were excellent in both
implementations. We also learned that the first implementation works
well with small data sizes while the could implementation works well
with very large data. These two implementations are complementary.

• We have studied various data reduction algorithms and minimised the
data exchanged between the processing nodes (in the case of the dis-
tributed implementation). The aggregation phase has low complexity.
We also dealt with the challenges of generating clusters with arbitrary
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shapes and noisy data. We evaluate the performance of the approach this
time by using DBSCAN as local clustering algorithm and compare the
quality of clustering generated to both BIRCH and CURE using differ-
ent popular benchmarks for both convex and non-convex data including
noises.

• We proved and tested that our approach reduces significantly the per-
formance of clustering for both response time and the accuracy of the
results. For the latter, we evaluated the performance of the approach by
using K-means as a local clustering and compare the results to existing
well-known clustering algorithm, BIRCH and CURE. We compared the
three algorithms according to the quality of clustering, to do so, we use
a benchmark of data with convex shapes. We proved that our approach
is better than both BIRCH and CURE algorithms in terms of quality of
clustering.

1.6 Thesis Structure

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 describes some background useful for the understanding of
this thesis and discuss some related works that have been done in the
fields of sequential data mining mainly sequential clustering which also
deals with spatial data.

• Chapter 3 describes the related works that have been done in the fields
of Parallel Data Mining (PDM) and Distributed Data Mining (DDM) and
show their significant gains over the sequential techniques. This chapter
focuses more on comparing the existing parallel and distributed cluster-
ing techniques and their limitations, and show that there is a room for
improving these techniques.

• Chapter 4 presents our solution, called Distributed Dynamic Clustering
(DDC) algorithm. We start by providing the general architecture. Then,
we explain the efficient data reduction technique that we adopted. Fur-
ther, we give details of two data reduction algorithms we used. Finally,
we compute the general time complexity of our approach.
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• Chapter 5 presents a case study of the DDC approach using two well-
known algorithms, K-means and DBSCAN. We start by re-defining the
DDC approach by taking K-means as local clustering and compare its
results to the well-known clustering algorithms, BIRCH and CURE, we
also study the time complexity of DDC-K-means. Next, we replace K-
means by DBSCAN at the local level and we do again the comparative
study to BIRCH and CURE. Afterwards, we calculate again the compu-
tational complexity of DDC-DBSCAN. Finally, we finish up by a conclu-
sion.

• Chapter 6 presents a performance evaluation of the proposed approach
in terms of computational complexity using an in-house implementation
in a cluster of computers.

• Chapter 7 presents a performance evaluation of the proposed approach
in terms of computational complexity using a cloud computing imple-
mentation with MapReduce. This chapter also studies the scalability of
the approach using MapReduce on very large datasets.

• Finally, in Chapter 8 we present our conclusion and ideas which could
lead to interesting future contributions in the field of distributed cluster-
ing for large spatial/non-spatial data.
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CHAPTER

TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW

We live in the era of digital information. We have the possibility to collect
every detail about individuals, organisations, transactions, experiments, ob-
jects, social events and networks, etc., in a digital form, which can be text,
data, audio, video, image and any format used by software. In this digital
world, the data is at the heart of any institution or organisation; it is becoming
the building block impacting directly on their growth and prosperity. Today,
it is not an issue of collecting data or storing it. The storage capabilities are
growing and the methods for data collection are maturing and still improving
over time. However, we still need efficient and effective techniques to analyse
the data to extract useful information that can be used for decision-making,
improve our understanding of the studied subject, etc.

Data mining has been around for the last four decades, but it was com-
monly recognised as in the modern context of KDD in the late 80s and the
beginning of the 90s [9]. It was identified as one of the key steps (or sub-
process) of KDD. In nowadays, Data mining and KDD processes are seen as
synonymous. KDD is no longer used as the data we analyse do not cover only
databases, but the whole range of data of various types and formats. Even
the use of ”data mining” to refer to the process of pre-processing, warehous-
ing, selecting, analysing the data, and interpreting the results is not preferred
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outside its research community. A new terminology is used instead, such
as “Data Analytics, “Business Intelligence”, “Business analytics”, and “Big
Data”. Currently, data mining is used in nearly every application domain.

The techniques of data mining have constantly gained popularity since
1990; and some prestigious conferences such as ICDM, PKDD and ECML,
helped data mining to become a well-established discipline in Computer Sci-
ence. Moreover, their popularity comes from the natural evolution of the
ability to process the information faster and faster, the availability of large
amounts of data, and the development of advanced algorithms for data anal-
ysis. The data mining techniques can be classified into three main groups or
categories: a) Classification and categorisation, 2) pattern extraction, and 3)
clustering analysis.

The three categories of data mining techniques have numerous use in real-
world applications. The classification process in data mining is very straight-
forward. We first construct the classifier and then use it to classify the unseen
data objects. The first phase involves training using labelled data objects.
The labels represent the predefined classes. Each class is defined to be dis-
joint from each other. The fact that the training data is pre-labelled, will help
the system to learn about those data objects based on their pre-defined la-
bels. This type of learning is called “supervised learning”. A large number
of classification algorithms have been proposed and implemented in various
applications. We mention only few of them in this thesis. Among the most
popular classification techniques we can cite Decision Trees [10], Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVMs) [11], Classification Based on Associations (CBA) [12],
Regression [13], Neural Networks [14], Bayesian Networks [15], Case Based
Reasoning (CBR) [16], and Genetic Algorithm [17]. All these techniques have
been used in real-world applications and prove their efficiency in reasonably
sized datasets. Some of them have a very high computational complexity,
such as Neural Networks, SVM, and Bayesian Networks, some have accuracy
problem such as CBRs, and others have very specific drawbacks, such as data
types, etc. Some of these techniques will be investigated again when we re-
view their implementations on distributed and parallel systems.

The objective of data mining is to extract models, patterns or what we call
in general “knowledge”. A pattern can be anything that is meaningful within
a specific application. For instance, within the application of market basket
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analysis, we can apply data mining to study the customer purchasing patterns
(or habits). A pattern can have various forms depending on the application
domain and the data mining algorithm used. A typical pattern mining tech-
nique is association rules mining [18]. Many algorithms for association rules
mining have been proposed in the literature. These include Apriori algorithm
[19], FP growth [20], etc. The extracted rules are usually in the form of “IF < >
THEN < >”, which are extremely easy to interpret and ready to use. However,
these techniques have many challenges. The candidate generation during the
search is very high, exploring all these candidates for large datasets is not
always feasible. These techniques are very sensitive to the noise that may be
contained in the data. The tree pruning is a very difficult task, particularly for
very large tree structures.

Finally, another very large class of data mining techniques is called clus-
tering. The main objective of clustering is to divide data objects into disjoint
groups (called clusters) so that the objects within the same cluster have com-
mon characteristics. Unlike classification, where the classes were defined in
advance, the clusters are dynamically defined based on the information found
in the data itself. We can consider clustering analysis as an automatic group
of techniques for finding classes without prior labelling. Clustering analysis
is applied to a very wide range of domains. These include biology, health-
care, document and text analysis, climate, environment, science (astrophysics,
particle physics, geology, chemistry,.etc.), psychology, business and engineer-
ing. Due to its large application domains, this category has been intensively
studied. As a consequence, different types of clustering techniques have been
proposed. These will be discussed in Section 2.3.3 within the context of spatial
data mining.

In this chapter we focus only on the techniques used to analyse large
amounts of spatial data. We first start by briefly reviewing Spatial Data Min-
ing (SDM) and its challenges. We then give a comprehensive review of SDM
techniques. This is followed by the key ideas behind clustering approaches for
very large datasets, which is the main focus of this research.
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2.1 Spatial Data Mining

In the last two decades, spatial datasets have gained in popularity due to
a significant advances in computer hardware technology and huge amounts
of geographic data which have been collected with modern data acquisition
techniques such as global positioning systems (GPS), web-based spatial data
sharing and mapping, high-resolution remote sensing, and location-based ser-
vice. Other most common data sources are satellite images, medical imaging,
medical images, human body’s protein structure and all those data which can
be represented in the form of cuboids, polygon, cylinder, etc. [21–23].

The term "spatial" stands for all those datasets which are related to space or
geographical regions. Spatial data are the data related to objects that occupy
space. A spatial database stores spatial objects represented by spatial data
types and spatial relationships among such objects [22, 23].

Spatial data analysis has deep roots in traditional spatial analysis fields
such as statistical spatial analysis, cartography, computational geometry, ex-
ploratory data analysis. Statistical spatial analysis has been the most common
approach for analysing spatial data for a long period [24, 25]. It handles very
well numerical data and usually comes up with good and realistic models
for spatial data. However, statistical spatial analysis suffers from the assump-
tion that there is statistical independence among the spatially distributed data.
This causes problems because spatial data are in fact interconnected objects.
Regressions models were developed to deal with this problem to some extent.
However, this solution is complicated and can only be used by an expert with
a fair amount of domain knowledge and statistical expertise. Furthermore,
the statistical spatial approach cannot handle well nonlinear data and they do
not work well with incomplete or noisy data. Statistical spatial analysis tech-
niques are of high computational complexity and are expensive to apply to
real cases [22].

On the others hand, with the emergence of data mining, researchers pro-
posed various methods for discovering knowledge from datasets. Many re-
search works have been done regarding the studies of data mining in rela-
tional and transaction databases [9, 19, 26, 27], but little research has been
conducted in other types of datasets, such as, spatial datasets. Spatial Data
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Mining (SDM) techniques are dedicated to geographic data which keeps in-
creasing in volume. Moreover, they should cope with the limitations of the tra-
ditional statistical methods and to further develop methods in various fields
for the analysis of massive and complex spatial data [28]. Therefore, there is
an urgent need for effective and efficient SDM methods to extract unknown
and unexpected information from large spatial datasets [29].

2.2 SDM Challenges

Extracting interesting and useful patterns from spatial datasets is more dif-
ficult than extracting corresponding patterns from traditional numeric and
categorical data due to the complexity of spatial data types, spatial relation-
ships, and spatial auto-correlation [30]. The main issues of the spatial data
mining tasks are the following:

• Spatial objects have a geometry which needs to be represented. The ob-
jects occupy specific locations. These spatial objects are characterised by
a geometry (e.g., a line or an area) which is formulated by means of a
reference system. This geometry implicitly defines both spatial prop-
erties, such as orientation, and spatial relationships of different nature,
such as topological (e.g., intersects), distance or direction (e.g., north-of)
relations. A geographical object represents a special case of a spatial ob-
ject whose relative position is specified with respect to the physical earth
[31].

• Spatial objects have a locational property which implicitly defines spatial
relationships between objects. The three main types of spatial relations
are topological, distance and direction relations. Distance relations be-
tween points are typically calculated on the basis of the Euclidean met-
rics, while the distance between two geometries (e.g., two areas) is de-
fined by some aggregate function (e.g., the minimum distance between
two points of the areas). The relational nature of spatial patterns makes
the computation of these spatial relations crucial for the development of
effective data analysis methods [31].
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• The data inputs of SDM are more complex than the inputs of classi-
cal data mining process, because they include extended objects such
as points, lines, and polygons. The data inputs of SDM have two dis-
tinct types of attributes: non-spatial attribute and spatial attribute. Non-
spatial attributes are used to characterise non-spatial features of objects,
such as name, population, etc. They are the same as the attributes used
in the data inputs of classical data mining. Spatial attributes are used
to define the spatial location and extent of spatial objects. The spatial
attributes of a spatial object most often include information related to
spatial locations, e.g., longitude, latitude and elevation, as well as shape.
The relationships among non-spatial objects are explicit in data inputs,
e.g., arithmetic relation, ordering, is instance of, subclass of, and mem-
bership of. In contrast, relationships among spatial objects are often
implicit, such as overlap, intersect, and behind [32].

• Spatial data tends to be highly self-correlated. For example, people with
similar characteristics, occupation and background tend to cluster to-
gether in the same neighbourhoods. The economies of a region tend
to be similar. Changes in natural resources, wildlife, and temperature
vary gradually over space. The property of like things to cluster in
space is so fundamental that geographers have elevated it to the sta-
tus of the first law of geography: "Everything is related to everything
else but nearby things are more related than distant things" (Tobler [33]).
In spatial statistics, an area within statistics devoted to the analysis of
spatial data, this property is called spatial auto-correlation [32].

2.3 SDM Techniques

There are several major data mining techniques that have been developed and
used in different fields, we summarise in this section some data mining tech-
niques applied for mining spatial data and how they deal with the challenges
mentioned above, these techniques included but not limited to association,
classification, prediction and clustering (see Figure 2.1). We will briefly ex-
amine these techniques and give the most popular algorithms associated to
each of these techniques in the following sections.
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Moreover, most of the recent works on spatial data have used various clus-
tering techniques due to the nature of the data. We will spend more time on
those approaches.

Figure 2.1: Spatial data mining techniques.

2.3.1 Spatial Association Rules

Association Rules mining was originally intended to discover regularities be-
tween items in large transaction databases [18]. Association Rules consist
of finding frequent patterns, associations, correlations, or causal structures
among sets of items or objects in transaction or relational databases that can
be used mainly in market basket analysis, customer behaviour analysis, and
marketing campaigns [34]. In the following, we briefly introduce the concepts
of frequent itemsets mining.

Let I = {i1, i2, ..., im} be a set of items (i.e., items purchased in transactions
such as computer, milk, bike, etc.). Let D be a set of transactions, where each
transaction T is a set of items such that T ⊆ I. Let X be a set of items and a
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transaction T is said to contain X if and only if X ⊆ T. An association rule is
in the form: X ⇒ Y, where X ⊆ I; Y ⊆ I and X ∩ Y = ∅. The rule X ⇒ Y
holds in the transaction set D with support s confidence c. The support s is
defined as a portion of transactions in D that contain X∪Y and the confidence
c is the portion of transactions in D that if they contain X they also contain Y.
The confidence of a rule measures the strength and the support indicates the
frequency of a rule. It is often desirable to pay attention to those rules that
have reasonably large support [7, 18].

There are many Associations Rules algorithms. The most popular are
Apriori and FP-Growth algorithms. The Apriori algorithm was originally pre-
sented by [19]. It finds frequent itemsets according to a user-defined mini-
mum support. In the first pass of the algorithm, it constructs the candidate
1-itemsets. Then it generates the frequent 1-itemsets by pruning some candi-
date 1-itemsets if their support values are lower than the minimum support.
After the algorithm finds all the frequent 1-itemsets, it combines the frequent
1-itemsets with each other to construct the candidate 2-itemsets and prune
some infrequent itemsets from the candidate 2-itemsets to create the frequent
2-itemsets. This process is repeated until no more candidate itemsets can be
created [19]. The Apriori algorithm is of high computational complexity be-
cause of it generates a very large number of candidates. Several refinements of
the Apriori algorithm have been proposed to speed up the process of frequent
itemsets mining [35–37].

FP-growth was one of the algorithms that were proposed to deal with the
limitations of the Apriori algorithm. The FP-growth algorithm discovers fre-
quent itemsets without generating all the possible candidates. It generates
the same frequent n-itemsets without the complexity of the Apriori [20]. The
algorithm compresses a large set of transactions into a compact, Frequent-
Pattern tree (FP-tree) structure which is highly condensed, but complete for
frequent pattern mining. Moreover, the algorithm avoids costly scans of the
transaction set. It uses a divide-and-conquer methodology to divide the min-
ing tasks into smaller ones [20].

Similar to the mining of Association Rules in transactional or relational
databases, Koperski and Han [38] extended this concept to spatial datasets.
A spatial association rule is of the form X ⇒ Y (c), where X and Y are sets
of spatial or non-spatial attributes and c is the confidence of the rule. An
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example of spatial association rule is: isa(x, school) ⇒ closeto(x, park) (80%).
This rule states that 80% of schools are close to parks. There are various
kinds of spatial attributes that could constitute a spatial association rule. Some
spatial association rules can be mined in spatial datasets by considering spatial
properties and attributes. Different research works have been conducted [38–
40], applying Association Rules to mine spatial datasets. Most of these works
were focused more on proposing efficient approaches that aim to reduce the
time of candidate set generation because the problem becomes even more
critical when dealing with very large spatial datasets.

Other works also focused on applying Association Rules in different do-
mains involving spatial data. For example, Appice et al. [41] addressed the
problem of geo-referenciation of census data. In particular, they investigated
the accommodation of the spatial dimension in censuses for discovering spa-
tial Association Rules or special patterns.

2.3.2 Spatial Classification and Prediction

Classification, also known as supervised learning, is a process of grouping
data items into classes (categories) that were already pre-defined. Fraud de-
tection and credit-risk applications are particularly well suited for this type
of analysis. The most popular classification methods are, for example, de-
cision trees (the most popular algorithms are C4.5, ID3 and CART), Artifi-
cial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Bayesian net-
works, Genetic Algorithms, etc. [34]. The difference between classification
and prediction is related to the type of values processed. Whereas classifi-
cation predicts categorical (discrete, non-ordered) labels, prediction models
continuous-valued functions or ordered value [7].

Spatial classification methods extend the general-purpose of classification
methods to consider not only attributes of the objects to be classified but also
the attributes of neighbouring objects and their spatial relations. Ester et al.
[42] proposed an approach based on the ID3 algorithm and it uses the concept
of neighbourhood graphs. It takes both spatial and non-spatial properties of
the classified objects. Objects are considered neighbours if they satisfy one of
the following; Topological relations (intersect), Metric relations (close to) or
direction relations (south, west, etc).
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Andrienko and Andrienko [43] introduced a visual approach for spatial
classification, where the traditional decision algorithm C4.5 [44] is combined
with map visualisation to reveal spatial patterns of the classification rules.
similarly, the C4.5 algorithm was used by Thill and Wheeler [45] to analyse
and predict spatial choice behaviours. Decision tree methods were also used
by Fayyad et al. [46] to classify images of stellar objects to detect stars and
galaxies. Objects in the training dataset were classified by astronomers, where
about ten training sets for decision tree algorithm were constructed. The re-
sulting decision tree based system (classifier), a minimal set of robust, general
and correct rules was found. The proposed method deals with image datasets
only and is tailored for the astrophysics applications.

Cleve et al. [47] used classification methods to classify image pixels into
labelled categories. The authors used pixel-based and object-based classifica-
tion methods for mapping the wildfire areas in California. An object-based
classification consists of segmenting an image into clusters of similar neigh-
bouring pixels called "objects". The authors focused on the wild-land-urban
areas where an increasing numbers of homes are being built on wildfire-prone
areas.

This type of mapped data has useful applications before, during, and af-
ter the fires happen. The classification technique provides a digital image
processing which is a viable method for producing land-use and land-cover
(LULC) maps that can help preventing wildfire. The technique is relatively
cost-efficient option comparing to the high-spatial resolution urban imagery.

Spatial prediction models form a special group of regression analysis that
provides information on spatial relationships among the data objects. It is
based on using the independent and/or dependent data of nearby neigh-
bours data at a specific location to predict the dependencies between them.
Spatial auto regressive (SAR) model is a popular example of a spatial regres-
sion method [48]. it can be applied to any datasets that contain observations
on geographical areas or on any units with a spatial representation to predict
dependency between data objects. For example, Pace et al. [49] used SAR
to find spatio-temporal auto-regression between data objects to estimate the
sale prices of a property using housing data from Fairfax County, Virginia.
This has resulted in a large improvement in the price estimation for properties
within a given area.
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However, in order to find the dependencies between data points, SAR
needs to check all the data points. This operation involves the manipulation
of an (n× n) spatial weight matrix. The computational complexity increases
due to the need for computing the logarithm of the determinant of a large
matrix (I − ρW), which is computed by finding all of the eigenvalues of the
W̃ matrix (n× n Symmetric equivalent of W matrix in terms of eigenvalues),
which is computationally intensive. More recent research efforts have been
done to develop approaches to improve SAR’s so that it can handle very large
datasets [50–52]. Since SAR model is giving an exact solution, some of these
researches followed an approximate solutions while paying attention to not
scarifying the accuracy of the model when handling very large datasets, in
[51], for example, the authors proposed to use two different approximations
solutions, Taylor’s series expansion and Chebyshev polynomials for calculating the
logarithm of the determinant of (I − ρW). It is observed that the approximate
methods not only consume very little memory but they also execute very fast
while providing very accurate results.

2.3.3 Spatial Clustering

Clustering, also known as an unsupervised classification (unsupervised learn-
ing), is a type of classification where we do not have labelled data or pre-
defined classes. Clustering techniques are used to group data objects into
clusters so that data objects within the same cluster are similar and objects be-
longing to different clusters are dissimilar. Once the phase of assigning data
objects to clusters is complete, the next task is to identify structures that might
reside in those clusters [53]. We can find many categories of clustering tech-
niques, and the three major categories are: partitioning methods, hierarchical
methods and density-based methods. In the following, we will give a brief
description of some popular clustering algorithms for each category (see Fig-
ure 2.2). Moreover, we will review them within the context of spatial data. A
good clustering algorithm has to fulfil the following requirements:

1. Minimal requirements of domain knowledge to determine the input pa-
rameters, because appropriate values are often not known in advance
when dealing with large datasets.
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2. Discovery of clusters with arbitrary shapes, because the shape of a clus-
ter in spatial datasets can be non-convex, spherical, drawn-out, linear,
elongated, etc.

3. High accuracy of its results even with very large datasets.

Figure 2.2: Spatial clustering techniques.

2.3.3.1 Partitioning Clustering

Partitioning-based clustering methods try to discover groups of data objects
by optimising a specific objective function using an iterative process for im-
proving the quality of partitions. Given a dataset of n data points, a typical
partitioning algorithm creates k partitions, where each partition represents a
cluster. These partitions or clusters must satisfy the following conditions: 1)
each cluster must contain at least one object, and 2) each object must belong to
exactly one group. Note that the second condition is flexible in fuzzy partition-
ing techniques [54]). Given k, the number of desirable partitions or groups,
a typical partitioning algorithm creates an initial partitioning, before using an
iterative relocation with the view to improve the partitioning by moving ob-
jects from one group to another. The general criterion of a good partitioning
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is that objects in the same cluster are "close" or related to each other (simi-
lar), whereas objects of different clusters are dissimilar. K-means algorithm
is the basic and the most popular partitioning clustering algorithm [55]. In
K-means, each cluster is represented by the mean value of its data objects,
called a representative. Another variant of K-means to deal with categorical
data also exists. It is called the K-medoids or PAM (partition around medoids)
algorithm [56]. In the latter, the representative of a cluster is usually an object
of the cluster that is located near the centre of the cluster. The PAM algorithm
is more robust than K-means in the presence of noise and outliers because a
medoid is less affected by the outliers. However, it has higher computational
complexity than K-means.

Both K-means and PAM deal with medium-sized datasets because of their
high computational costs. The CLARA (Clustering LARge Application) algo-
rithm was proposed to cluster large sizes of datasets. CLARA draws multiple
samples of the dataset, applies PAM to each sample, finds the medoids, and
then returns its best clustering as the output [7]. The effectiveness of CLARA
depends on the sample size. Note that PAM searches for the best k medoids
among a given data set, whereas CLARA searches for the best k medoids
among the selected sample for the data set. Therefore, another algorithm
called CLARANS (Clustering Large Applications based upon RANdomized
Search) was proposed, it is a variation of the k-medoids algorithm that com-
bines both sampling technique with PAM.

In CLARANS, the process of finding k medoids from n objects can be
viewed as searching through a certain graph. In the graph a node is repre-
sented by a set of k objects which are selected as medoids. Two nodes are
neighbours if their sets differ by only one object. In each iteration, CLARANS
considers a set of randomly chosen neighbour nodes as candidates of the new
medoids. If a better neighbour is found, CLARANS moves it to its neigh-
bour, otherwise, a local optimum is discovered. The entire process is repeated
multiple times to find a better solution. CLARANS has two parameters: the
maximum number of neighbours examined (maxNeighbour) and the number
of local minima obtained (numLocal). The higher the value of maxNeighbour,
the closer is CLARANS to PAM, and the longer is each search for a local min-
imum. But the quality of such a local minimum is higher and fewer local
minima need to be obtained. Unlike CLARA, CLARANS is not limited by a
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fixed sample at any given time. CLARA, on the other hand, has a fixed sample
with some randomness in each step of the search [57].

Based upon CLARANS, two algorithms were developed to deal specif-
ically with spatial data: Spatial Dominant approach (SD(CLARANS)) and
Non-Spatial Dominant approach (NSD(CLARANS)) [58]. both algorithms
assume that the user specifies the type of rules to be mined and relevant data
through a learning request in a similar way as in the experimental database
mining prototype, DBLearn [26].

CLARANS assumes that the objects to be clustered are all stored in main
memory. This assumption may not be feasible for large spatial datasets. Ester
et al. [59] eliminated this drawback by integrating CLARANS with efficient
spatial memory access method like R∗-tree, R∗-tree to reduce the cost of com-
putations. However, the clustering algorithms based on partitioning is well
suited for finding convex-shaped clusters and they all require the number of
cluster k to be given beforehand. Furthermore, they do not deal with noisy
data and they tend to work with medium-sized datasets.

2.3.3.2 Hierarchical Clustering

Hierarchical clustering constructs the clusters by recursively dividing (for top-
down approach) or merging (for bottom up approach) the data until we reach
the desired level based on some criteria such as intra and inter inertia. These
can be represented in a form of tree, called dendrogram. The bottom ap-
proach is called Agglomerative hierarchical clustering or Agglomerative Nest-
ing (AGNES). Initially, each data object represents in one cluster. Then, clus-
ters are successively merged until the desired cluster structure is obtained.
The top-down approach is called Divisive hierarchical clustering or divisive
analysis (DIANA). All objects initially belong to one cluster. Then the cluster
is divided into sub-clusters, which are successively divided into sub-clusters.
This process continues until the desired cluster structure is obtained [7].

The merging or division of clusters is performed according to some simi-
larity measure. These similarity measures are chosen to optimise some crite-
rion (such as a sum of squares). The hierarchical clustering methods could be
further divided according to the way that the similarity measure is calculated
[60, 61]:
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• Single-link clustering: this method considers the distance between two
clusters to be the shortest distance from any member of one cluster to
any object of the other cluster. If we consider similarity measure between
data objects, the similarity between a pair of clusters is considered to be
the greatest similarity from any object of one cluster to any object of the
other cluster [7].

• Complete-link clustering: this method considers the distance between
two clusters to be the longest distance from any object of one cluster to
any object of the other cluster [62].

• Average-link clustering: this method considers the distance between two
clusters to be the average distance from any object of one cluster to any
object of the other cluster [63].

Single-link clustering may cause for a few points that form a bridge be-
tween two clusters to merge into one cluster. Average-link clustering, on the
other hands, may cause elongated clusters to split and for portions of neigh-
bouring elongated clusters to merge. The complete-link clustering methods
usually produce more compact clusters and more useful hierarchies than the
single-link and average-link clustering methods.

Unlike partitioning-based clustering, hierarchical clustering does not need
the number of clusters K to be given beforehand. However, they have a ma-
jor drawback, which relates to the fact that once a step (merge or split) is
performed, this cannot be undone. Moreover, hierarchical methods need a
stopping condition for merging or splitting. BIRCH and CURE are some of
the well-known algorithms of this category.

CURE (Cluster Using REpresentative) [64], is a bottom-up hierarchical
based clustering. It is a kind of algorithm that requires a dataset to be parti-
tioned or sampled in advance in order to deal with large datasets. A mixture
of sampling and partitioning is applied as an initial strategy to deal with large
data. CURE begins by choosing a constant number, c, of well-scattered points
from a cluster. These points are used to identify the shape and size of the
cluster. The next step of the algorithm is to shrink the selected points toward
the centroid of the cluster using some predetermined parameter α. Varying α

between 0 and 1 can help CURE to identify different types of clusters. After
shrinking, the scattered points are used as representatives of the cluster. The
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next step is to calculate the distance between each pair of representatives of
two different clusters. The clusters with the closest pair of representatives are
merged to form a larger cluster. This step continues until the desired number
of clusters, k, is reached. A k-d tree is used to store the representative points of
the clusters [65, 66].

BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering Using Hierarchies)
[67], on the other hand, is a divisive hierarchical based clustering algorithm.
It builds a dendrogram known as a clustering feature tree (CF tree). The CF
tree can be built by scanning the dataset in an incremental and dynamic way.
In other words, the CF tree is built while scanning the data. Thus, it does
not need the whole dataset in advance. It has two main phases: the dataset
is first scanned to build an in-memory tree, and the second phase consists of
clustering the leaf nodes. CF tree is a height-balanced tree which is based on
two parameters: branching factor B and threshold T. If the closest leaf cluster
for the current data point is identified, a test is performed to see whether the
data point belongs to the candidate cluster or not. If not, a new cluster is
created with a diameter greater than the given T. BIRCH can typically find a
good clustering with a single scan of the dataset and can improve the quality
further with a few additional scans. However, BIRCH may not work well
when clusters are not convex because it uses the concept of radius or diameter
to control the boundary of a cluster. In addition, it is order-sensitive and may
generate different clusters for different orders of the same input data [68].

The major disadvantage of agglomerative hierarchical approaches is that
they are based on a static, user-specified inter-connectivity model, which ei-
ther under estimates or over estimates the inter-connectivity of objects and
clusters. This limitation is overcome by Chameleon algorithm [69].

Chameleon [70] combines a graph partitioning algorithm with a hierar-
chical clustering approach to create clusters dynamically. The first step of the
algorithm is to partition the data using a method based on the k-nearest neigh-
bour approach to graph partitioning. In the graph, the density of a region is
stored as the weight of the connecting edge. The data is divided into a large
number of small sub-clusters. The first step uses a multi-level graph parti-
tioning algorithm. The partitioning algorithm used by Chameleon produces
high-quality partitions with a minimum number of edge cuts. The second
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step uses an agglomerative, or bottom-up hierarchical based clustering algo-
rithm to combine the sub-clusters and find the real clusters. The sub-clusters
are combined based on both the relative inter-connectivity of the clusters as
well as their closeness. Chameleon can find a wide variety of clusters accu-
rately, including nested and concave clusters. Empirical studies show that the
algorithm is very successful in identifying clusters in low dimensional data as
compared to DBSCAN and CURE [65].

In many hierarchical based clustering algorithms, once a decision is made
to combine two clusters, it is not possible to be reversed. As a result, the
clustering process must be repeated several times in order to obtain the de-
sired output. They are also very sensitive to noise and outliers like in CURE
and BIRCH algorithms. Another limitation is that it is difficult to deal with
different sized clusters and non-convex shapes [66].

2.3.3.3 Density-based Clustering

In density-based clustering algorithms, the data is separated based on their
density regions, connectivity and boundary. These algorithms use the con-
cept of point-nearest neighbours. A cluster, defined as a connected dense
component, grows in any direction that density leads to. Therefore, density-
based algorithms are capable of discovering clusters of arbitrary shapes. Also,
these algorithms deal with noise and outliers. Thus, the overall density of
a point is used to determine the functions of datasets that influence a par-
ticular data point. DBSCAN [71] and OPTICS [72] are the most popular
algorithms that use such a method to filter out noise, outliers, and discover
clusters of arbitrary shape [68]. DBSCAN relies on the notion of density.
The notion of density of a cluster states that within each cluster, the den-
sity of the points is significantly higher than the density of points outside
the cluster. The algorithm uses two parameters, Eps and MinPts to control
the density of a cluster. The Eps-neighbourhood of a point is defined by
NEps(p) = {q ∈ D|dist(p, q) ≤ Eps}. The distance function dist(p, q) deter-
mines the shape of the neighbourhood. MinPts is the minimum number of
points that must contain the neighbourhood of that point in the cluster. Eps
and MinPts must be determined beforehand and they are given as input pa-
rameters. DBSCAN is designed to handle the issue of noise and is successful
in removing outliers. In order to determine which points belong to which
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cluster, the algorithm needs to calculate the distance matrix between all the
data points. Therefore, the computational complexity of the algorithm is of
O(n2). However, this matrix can be calculated only once, thus, the time com-
plexity of the algorithm when excluding the distance matrix computation is of
O(n log n) [65]. One of the major weaknesses of DBSCAN is that it deals with
datasets that have the same density. Therefore, OPTICS algorithm (Ordering
Points To Identify the Clustering Structure) was proposed. It is based on a
similar idea as DBSCAN, but it addresses the problem of detecting meaning-
ful clusters in data of different densities. To do so, the data points are ordered
such that the points which are spatially close become neighbours in the or-
dering. Moreover, a special distance is stored for each point that represents
the density that is required for a cluster in order to have both points belong
to the same cluster [72]. Sander et al. [73] generalised the DBSCAN algo-
rithm in two important directions. The generalised algorithm, called GDB-
SCAN, can cluster objects as well as spatially extended objects according to
their both spatial and non-spatial attributes. In addition, four applications
that use 2D points (astronomy), 3D points (biology), 5D points (earth science)
and 2D polygons (geography) are presented, demonstrating the applicability
of GDBSCAN to real-world problems.

2.4 Clustering Large Datasets

With the fast, continuous increase of datasets sizes, parallel data mining is a
natural and cost-effective approach to deal with the problem of scalability in
data mining. Recently, there has been a considerable research work on parallel
data mining. However, most projects focus on the parallelisation of existing
data mining algorithms.

The clustering algorithms mentioned above are all sequential. They deal
with small to medium-sized data. Although some of them (like CURE, BIRCH,
Chameleon, etc.) are known for dealing with reasonable large datasets, they
still can not deal with a massive amount of data that can not even fit on a
disk. The major challenges of sequential clustering algorithms are their com-
putational complexity and/or memory space required during their execution.
Therefore, they do not scale well. Moreover, some of them can not handle
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heterogeneous data collected from different sources. Nowadays, the key chal-
lenge in data mining is the extraction of knowledge and insight from massive
databases.

There are similarities between spatial and non-spatial clustering techniques,
and also between large datasets, and spatial datasets. Spatial data share the
characteristics of large in size, high velocity, and contain complex information.
Not only do spatial data analyses share the same challenges of any very large
data, but the inclusion of spatial dimensions adds a further level of complex-
ity to this process. The latter created special needs for developing new and
efficient spatial clustering algorithms [74].

In the following, we highlight some of the key research issues and a
number of open problems that we feel are of particular relevance to the re-
search presented in this thesis, which is how to design and develop the next-
generation of very large-scale clustering algorithms.

• High Dimensionality: Current datasets suffer from what we call the
curse of dimensions or attributes. Sub-space clustering was an alterna-
tive to deal with high dimensional datasets. It is an extension of tradi-
tional clustering that seeks to find clusters in different sub-spaces within
a dataset. The most popular sub-space clustering algorithms are Clique
[75] and MAFYA [76].

• Data Size: Existing methods are able to handle data that can fit within
the computer’s memory, as most clustering algorithms rely on in-memory
data structures for storing potential patterns and information. Current
computer’s memory, if we exclude super computers, is within the order
of a few gigabytes. For instance, a single scan of very large datasets
is considerably expensive. So most of existing the existing algorithms
are not scalable, as they are iterative and perform multiple scans of the
datasets. For large datasets, these structures will certainly not fit in ag-
gregate system memory. This means that temporary results will have
to be written out to disk or the datasets will have to be divided into
partitions that are small enough to be stored in memory.

• Data Location: Large-scale datasets are by their nature distributed and
they can be owned by different organisations. This fact creates a nat-
ural need for decentralised data mining approaches. The dataset may
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be horizontally partitioned where different sites or nodes have differ-
ent transactions (homogeneous data), or it may be vertically partitioned,
where different sites may have different attributes (heterogeneous data).
Most current works have only dealt with the horizontal data partitions.

• Data Type: most research on clustering has focused on multidimen-
sional and homogenenous datasets. However, support for other data
types is crucial. Examples include, spatial spatio-temporal, and multi-
media data. For example, mining spatial data is fraught with challenges
as mentioned in Section 2.2.

To address the issues outlined above and mine the datasets that do not fit
even on a single disk, parallel and distributed approaches are mandatory, and
thus, we need to reformulate and re-design our mining approaches, taking
into account massive volumes of data, heterogeneity of data, data storage,
and computational complexity. Almost all existing clustering algorithms have
been parallelised or implemented in distributed computing platforms.

It is well known that techniques and paradigms from parallel and dis-
tributed computing lay at the heart of any proposed scalable solutions [77].
Parallel machines or distributed farms of workstations can accelerate signif-
icantly the clustering process. We expect that parallel knowledge discovery
will be a growing research within the next decade or so.

2.5 Conclusion

Numerous data mining algorithms have been evaluated and benchmarked
using spatial datasets. This is because it is easy to display the results and check
them visually. However, very few of them have been developed with the view
to mine spatial data driven applications. It is well-known that spatial data
is more complex to mine and analyse than non-spatial data, because spatial
data contains a set of spatial data objects and non-spatial description of those
objects, creating complex relations and data heterogeneity. In addition, to their
inherent complexity, spatial datasets are collected at massive scale and rapid
pace using a variety of collection methods and sensor technologies. Spatial
datasets constitute a major part of Big Data and share the same characteristics
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and challenges of any Big Data. Therefore, it is difficult to use traditional
data mining techniques to analyse them and extract useful patterns, rules,
and models from it. Although many sequential data mining techniques have
claimed to be suitable for mining spatial data, mainly spatial clustering, they
all suffer from the same common problem of scalability, high computational
complexity, and accuracy of the final results.

In this chapter, we explained the characteristics of such type of data and
the challenging of mining it. We then described the major categories of data
mining techniques and their characteristics of how they handle the data anal-
ysis. In the next chapter, we will review the major techniques that were devel-
oped to deal with the issues of both spatial datasets and the traditional data
mining techniques, mainly their computational complexity. These techniques
use the power of parallel and distributed computing systems. We will limit
our review to parallel and distributed techniques as this is the main scope of
the research work presented in this thesis.
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CHAPTER

THREE

DISTRIBUTED & PARALLEL DATA MINING

3.1 Introduction

Parallel and distributed computing are adopted to relieve current data mining
methods from the sequential computing bottleneck, providing the ability to
scale to massive datasets, and improving the response time. In this chapter
we review the literature that is relevant to the research presented in this thesis,
that is parallel and distributed data mining. More focus is given to clustering,
as it is the core subject of this thesis. Moreover, we only discuss in detail
the most significant parallel and distributed approaches and we redirect the
reader to surveys with exhaustive studies in each of the sections whenever it
is possible.

The Distributed Data Mining (DDM) is a line of research that has attracted
much interest in recent years [78]. DDM was developed because of the need to
process datasets which can be very large or geographically distributed across
multiple sites [79]. This has two advantages: first, a distributed system has
enough power to analyse the data within a reasonable response time frame.
Second, it would be very advantageous to process data on their respective sites
to avoid the transfer of large volumes of data to a central site, to avoid heavy
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communications, network bottlenecks, to be able to process heterogeneous
datasets, etc.

Distributed and parallel data mining techniques can be divided into two
categories based on the targeted architectures of computing platforms [77].
One is based on the data parallel paradigm and uses traditional dedicated and
parallel machines with tools for communications between processors. These
machines are generally called super-computers and are very expensive. The
second category targets a network of autonomous machines and is charac-
terised by slow communications and heterogeneity of the machines (different
OSs, different architecture, etc.), but they are very abundant and inexpensive
[80]. In the following, we review some important distributed and parallel data
mining approaches.

3.2 Parallel Data Mining (PDM)

Parallel processing systems can be divided into two categories depending
on the types of memory access; shared-nothing parallel systems and shared
memory systems. The goal of the performance optimisation changes depend-
ing on the system architecture. In shared-nothing systems the main goal is
to optimise the communications and data decomposition among the nodes,
whereas shared-memory systems require synchronisations between activities
which happen via locks and barriers where the main goal is to efficiently man-
age these synchronisations. Shared-nothing parallel systems do not deal with
parallel I/O, while this can be problematic for shared-memory systems [77].

There are three major strategies that can be used to exploit the parallelism
in data mining algorithms. 1) Data parallelism allows each processor to access
the whole data but they do not communicate with each other. All the commu-
nications are done via the shared memory. 2) Single Program Multiple Data
(SPMD) parallelism allows multiple processors to execute the same algorithm
on different data subsets and exchange their partial results to obtain global
results [81, 82]. 3) Multiple Programs Multiple Data (MPMD) parallelism
allows each processor to execute a specific algorithm on either partial or the
entire dataset. In the following, we discuss some parallel strategies used for
the major categories of data mining techniques.
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3.2.1 Parallel Association Rules

Association Rules algorithms were among the first data mining techniques to
be parallelised. This is due to the high complexity of some of the algorithms
such as the Apriori algorithm. For instance, the candidate generation in the
Apriori algorithm has an exponential complexity for both memory size that is
required to store them and also the time required to process them [83]. Nu-
merous parallel versions have been proposed and implemented using either
data parallelism (SIMD) or task-parallelism (SPMD or MPMD).

The Count Distribution (CD) algorithm, presented in [84], is a parallel
framework of the Apriori algorithm. It has two parallel versions; a simple
data-parallelism version and task parallel version. In data parallelism algo-
rithm, it assumes that the datasets are horizontally partitioned among differ-
ent sites. The CD algorithm’s main advantage is that it does not exchange
data tuples between processors. It only exchanges the counts. In the first scan
of the dataset, each processor generates its local candidate itemsets from its
local partition. The global counts are calculated by exchanging local counts
between all processors. This operation generates significant communication
overheads [84]. In the task parallelism version of the algorithm, each pro-
cessor computes support counts for its local candidate itemsets by accessing
all tuples (in all processors’ local memories). This also generates very high
communication overheads due to the all-to-all communications. It was re-
ported that the data-parallel version achieved a much better speedup than the
task-parallel version [84].

Many other implementations of the Apriori algorithm have been proposed
based on the CD approach [85–88], they all aimed at improving some as-
pects of the parallel version that was proposed in [84], especially in terms of
communication overheard.

Shintani and Kitsuregawa [86] proposed four parallel algorithms (NPA,
SPA, HPA and HPA-ELD) for mining Association Rules on shared-nothing
parallel machines. NPA is the basic algorithm where candidate itemsets are
copied among all the processors, which leads to memory space problems in
the case of reasonably large number of transactions. The remaining three (SPA,
HPA and HPA-ELD) algorithms improved the NPA algorithm by partitioning
the candidate itemsets among the system nodes. For the Simply Partitioned
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Algorithm (SPA), the transaction data is broadcasted to all processors, which
creates huge overheads, and HPA was introduced to deal with this problem.
The HPA algorithm partitions the candidate itemsets using a hash function
to avoid the broadcast communications. This reduces significantly the com-
munications and workload. Finally, the HPA-ELD algorithm improves HPA
by copying the very large most frequent itemsets into the memory of each
processor. This reduces further the communications between them. However,
this may saturate the memory of some processors, which makes this version
not feasible. Two other parallel algorithms were proposed in [85]. The first is
called the Intelligent Data Distribution (IDD) algorithm and includes a more
efficient inter-processor communication scheme by using an efficient commu-
nication technique to move data between processors. The second, called the
Hybrid Distribution (HD) algorithm, is an improvement of the IDD algorithm
by using a smart way of distributing candidate itemsets among the proces-
sors to maintain a good workload balance. The HD algorithm scales linearly
well and exploits the memory size in a much better way and generates more
association rules with a single scan of the dataset [85].

Zaki et al. [87] and Parthasarathy et al. [89] implemented the Apriori algo-
rithm on a shared-memory multi-processor architecture. The implementation
includes some optimisation for the join() and prune() operations, a good bal-
ance of candidate generation between processors, hash tree balancing, and
short-circuited subset checking. Zaki et al. [88] introduced a novel parallel as-
sociation mining algorithm. The algorithm uses new itemset clustering tech-
niques to approximate the set of potentially maximum frequent itemsets. Once
this set is identified, the algorithm uses efficient traversal techniques to gen-
erate the frequent itemsets within each cluster. The algorithm uses a vertical
database layout to cluster related transactions together. The dataset is also
carefully replicated so that the portion of the dataset needed for the compu-
tation of the associations is local to each processor. The algorithm minimises
the I/O overheads by scanning the local dataset portion only twice; one scan
during the set-up phase and a second scan during the processing of the item-
set clusters. Unlike previous parallel approaches, this algorithm uses simple
intersection operations to compute frequent itemsets and does not have to
maintain or search complex hash structures.

A parallel rule induction algorithm STRIP (Strong Rule Induction in Par-
allel) was introduced by Anand et al. [90, 91]. STRIP was the first algorithm
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to be implemented within a parallel framework for Database Mining based on
Evidence theory (EDM). STRIP was designed to exploit both data- and task-
parallelism; discovering mainly summarisations and association rules. Some
experiments have shown that the exploitation of task parallelism can be very
inefficient in some cases [91], but beneficial in others [90]. Overall, the ex-
ploitation of data parallelism seems to be better and more promising in STRIP,
when mining large databases.

All the proposed algorithms have improved the performance of the se-
quential version of association rules mining (particularly the Apriori algo-
rithm) in terms of speedup but they still have significant problems with com-
munication overhead and therefore they do not scale well for very large datasets.

3.2.2 Parallel Classification

The majority of popular classification techniques have high computational
complexity. One way of improving their performance is to parallelise them
and many popular classification algorithms have been parallelised. Zaki et al.
[92] proposed a parallel algorithm for the decision-tree technique using a
shared memory model. The proposed algorithm starts by dividing data at-
tributes among the processors (data parallel model), so that the information
gain (needed to build the tree) is performed in parallel - each processor cal-
culates the information gain of its attributes. The tree is then built using a
pipelining technique and dynamic load balancing to balance the computa-
tions among the processors. The shared memory model allows all processors
to see the whole dataset and the tree without duplicating the data or parts
of the tree. In addition, it facilitates the implementation of load balancing by
partitioning dynamically the sub-trees among processors. Kufrin [93] paral-
lelised different steps (rule pruning, rule selection and rule evaluation) of the
C4.5 algorithm except for rule ordering. The authors employed instance-based
parallelism for both rule pruning and rule evaluation while using rule-based
parallelism for rule selection. The simplest and common strategy for pruning
the initial rule sets is the rule-based approach, however, load-balancing can
become a major source of inefficiency for this technique. In particular, de-
cision trees may be quite unbalanced, such that certain branches of the tree
have significantly longer path length than others. A more subtle source of
load imbalance arises during the construction of contingency tables for any
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given training instance, in which the examination of the current rule may ter-
minate prematurely (before considering all conditions), resulting in potential
load imbalance. This problem is avoided by following an instance-based strat-
egy for pruning - all processors participate in the pruning of a single rule by
determining the contribution of their block of data to the contingency tables.
After this is done, a single processor determines which (if any) conditions may
be pruned from the rule, and the process continues. The same technique was
used to parallelise the rule evaluation step, whereas, rule-based parallelism
was used for the rule selection step. Parallelising different steps of the C4.5
algorithm demonstrated excellent speedup of the algorithm.

Several parallel algorithms were proposed for the Top-Down Induction of
Decision Trees (TDIDT) approach. Pearson and of Computer Science [94] im-
plemented two parallel versions of the TDIDT algorithm on a 128-processor
Fujitsu cellular array computer. Overall, the achieved speedup was relatively
low (far smaller than 128; the number of processors). Furthermore, all the tu-
ples were replicated in each processor, which reduces the communications but
it requires significant memory space for very large datasets [95]. Another par-
allel version of TDIDT was proposed by Shafer et al. [96], called SPRINT. The
authors built classification trees in parallel. They focused only on the growth
phase due to its data intensive nature. The pruning phase can easily be car-
ried out off-line on a serial processor as it is computationally inexpensive, and
requires access to only the decision-tree grown in the training phase. SPRINT
achieves uniform data placement and workload balancing by distributing the
attribute lists evenly over N processors of a shared-nothing machine. This
allows each processor to work on only l/N of the total data (l). The parti-
tioning is achieved by distributing the training-set examples equally among
all the processors. Each processor then generates its own attribute-list parti-
tions in parallel by projecting out each attribute from its training-set examples.
Lists for categorical attributes are therefore evenly partitioned and require no
further processing. However, continuous attribute lists must be sorted and
re-partitioned into contiguous sorted sections. For this, the authors used the
parallel sorting algorithm given in [97]. The result of this sorting operation is
that each processor gets a relatively equal-sized sorted section of each attribute
list, the sorting is done in memory before being written to the disk. Finding
split points in parallel SPRINT is very similar to the sequential algorithm. In
the sequential version, processors scan the attribute lists either evaluating split
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points for continuous attributes or collecting distribution counts for categori-
cal attributes from the disk. This does not change in the parallel algorithm - no
extra work or communication is required while each processor is scanning its
attribute-list partitions. Therefore, the algorithm takes full advantage of hav-
ing N processors simultaneously and independently processing l/N of the
total data. The differences between the sequential and parallel algorithms ap-
pear only before and after the attribute-list partitions are scanned. The results
showed a good speedup and scalability [96]. However, in case of continuous
attributes for large datasets, the algorithm requires a significant amount of
memory and disk space.

Another parallel version of decision tree induction was proposed by Sri-
vastava et al. [98]. The authors introduced three parallel formulations of
the inductive-classification learning algorithm. The first is based on a syn-
chronous tree construction approach, the second is based on a partitioned
tree construction approach and the third is the combination of the two. The
synchronous tree construction approach works well for a small classification
tree (having few nodes at any level). For such kind of trees, there are a rela-
tively large number of training cases at the nodes at any level, therefore, the
communication overhead is relatively small and the load is fairly balanced for
processing all the tree nodes of one level before synchronising. However, as
the size of the tree increases (has a large number of nodes at any tree level),
the number of training data items at each node decreases. These nodes in
the lower depths of the tree may have a high variable distribution of tuples
over the processors, leading to the load to be imbalanced and a high com-
munication overhead. Hence, to deal with very large trees, a partitioned tree
construction approach is proposed. This approach still generates a large com-
munication overhead in the higher levels of the tree as it has to send many
training data items to different processors. As the partitioning of the data
is done statically, the load imbalance problem is still an issue. The hybrid
approach combines the good features of these two approaches to reduce the
communication overhead and the load imbalance.

3.2.3 Parallel Clustering

As the size of the data keeps increasing constantly, scalability becomes more
and more of an issue for clustering algorithms. Moreover, clustering algo-
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rithms are facing another more severe challenge of how to handle the rapid
growth of data sizes, velocity, and heterogeneity as they engender a high com-
putational complexity. Many researchers have proposed parallel implemen-
tations of the clustering algorithms to reduce their complexity and provide
accurate practical solutions [99, 100].

With the different categories of clustering techniques in mind (partition-
ing, hierarchical, and density based), different elaborated taxonomies of ex-
isting clustering algorithms are given in the literature. Many parallel clus-
tering implementations of these algorithms were proposed in the literature
[71, 101–106]. These parallel algorithms are further classified into two sub-
categories. The first consists of methods requiring multiple rounds of mes-
sage passing. They require a significant amount of synchronisations. The
second sub-category, based on a master-slave model, consists of methods that
build local clustering models and sends them to a central site to build global
clusters.

Given the large number of parallel approaches that can be found in the
literature, we only present the most relevant approaches to our work, and we
redirect the reader to [82, 100] for more detailed studies on various other
parallel implementations of clustering techniques.

3.2.3.1 Parallel Partitioning Clustering

Some parallel partitioning clustering methods are implemented using a master-
slave message passing architecture as illustrated in [100].

Judd et al. [107] introduced algorithmic enhancements which aim to re-
duce the computational complexity of a mean square-error data clustering.
These improvements were incorporated into a parallel data-clustering tool, P-
CLUSTER, which is designed and implemented to run on a network of work-
stations. The basic clustering program has two main components, K-means
pass and a forcing pass. In a K-means pass, once the initial clustering is cre-
ated, the subsequent clustering is processed based on the traditional K-means
algorithm. In a forcing pass, another set of clusters are created by merging ex-
isting clusters (two at a time). The basic P-CLUSTER algorithm uses a master-
slave process configuration to determine when a better clustering has been
achieved. The server is responsible for dividing the data into blocks, sending
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the initial centroid list, and job assignments to each slave. Each slave assigns
each block of dataset to the appropriate cluster. The server then collects the
information of each slave, calculates new centroids, and send them back to the
slaves. The authors introduced three techniques for reducing the total com-
putational time. One is the pre-computing of a set of radii for each centroid,
called sphere of guaranteed assignment. The second technique uses a maxi-
mum movement effect; if there is no change in the membership of an object
then the computations for that object are avoided. Finally, the authors use a
partial sum technique to reduce the additional computations for floating point
operations: they maintain a set of partial sums associated with each block of
data. Objects that change membership are subtracted from the old set of sums
and added to the new set. So a computation is carried out only when a mem-
bership of an object changes. The algorithm was tested using image data of
size 512× 512 pixels and contains 16 distinct textured regions. The clustering
results for this image data were of high quality.

A simple parallel implementation of K-means algorithm was proposed
by Kantabutra and Couch [108]. The authors developed a parallel K-means
around inner summation (intra-cluster) and outer summation (inter-cluster)
criteria. It was implemented using the message passing model to run on a
Network Of Workstations (NOWs). 1) The master node starts by randomly
generating k equal subsets data and sends them to the k slaves (one subset for
each slave). 2) While the error E is not stable, each slave keeps computing the
mean of its subset (P) and broadcasts it to the other slaves in the system. 3)
Each slave computes the distance of each object in its subset to each mean,
then updates the means for each of the k subsets, and broadcasts them to the
other slaves. 4) Form the new subset P by collecting the means that were sent
from other slaves 5) Send the subset P to a master process. The complexity
of the sequential K-means algorithm is O(RsKN), where Rs is the number of
iterations of the step 2 for the whole dataset, K is the number of clusters and N
is the size of the dataset. The complexity of the parallel K-means algorithm is
O(RpK|P|), where Rp is the number of iterations of the "WHILE" loop at step
2 for the subset of data and |P| is the size of the subset. Since Rs and Rp are
inherently equivalent and N � |P|; O(RpK|P|) is better than O(RsKN). How-
ever, this algorithm still involves a lot of communication between the master
and the slaves in order to generate the global results.
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Similarly, Dhillon and Modha [109] proposed another parallel implemen-
tation of the K-means clustering algorithm using message passing, based on
the SPMD model. In the message-passing model, each processor P deals with
its own local memory. Initially, k centres are selected. The dataset of size N, is
divided into P partitions. Each processor assigns only N/P data points to clus-
ters. For each iteration, the computations are done in an asynchronous way,
whereas the communications are performed in a synchronous way. The ex-
perimental results showed that the algorithm reaches a nearly linear speedup
with the number of processors, and it is also scalable with the size of the
dataset.

Besides, parallel K-means, other partitioning methods were also paral-
lelised. Zhang et al. [110] proposed a parallel implementation of CLARANS
using PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine), the algorithm is called ICLARANS (Im-
proved CLARANS). In PVM all the nodes are working in a dynamic master-
slave mode. ICLARANS randomly generates a sample at each iteration, and
for each sample, K medoids were chosen. The master program assigns each
task to one of the k slaves, and each slave randomly selects a neighbour of
each centre and computes the cost between them. The point with the smallest
cost will be chosen to be the new centre. ICLARANS outperforms CLARANS
in the quality of the final clusters, the response time, and the scalability.

3.2.3.2 Parallel Hierarchical Clustering

The hierarchical clustering algorithms with single-linkage metric use the Min-
imum Spanning Tree (MST) structure to cluster the datasets. A parallel ver-
sion of the algorithm was proposed by Olson [111] that can run on hyper-
cube topology of processors. In this algorithm, each cluster is the responsi-
bility of one processor. When two clusters are merged, the processor with
the lower number of the two takes responsibility for the new cluster, if the
other processor is responsible for no clusters, it becomes idle. The algorithm
uses the inter-cluster distance and nearest neighbour arrays, which are eas-
ily computed in O(n/p) time, where n is the dataset and p is the number of
processors. For each iteration, the algorithm finds the minimum of the near-
est neighbour distance. The indexes of these clusters are then broadcast. Each
processor updates distances for the clusters that it is responsible for to the new
cluster. The nearest neighbour of the new cluster is determined by finding the
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cluster with the minimum distance to it. The authors use n log n processors
(each processor is responsible for log n clusters). Therefore, the broadcast and
the minimisation operations are performed in O(log n) on a PRAM ( Parallel
Random Access Machine). The entire algorithm, thus, requires O(n log n) us-
ing n log n processors, which is optimal. However the algorithm is designed
for the PRAM model only and it is not efficient on butterfly or tree network
typologies since the distance from the new cluster to the others clusters would
be stored on the same processor (memory space), requiring O(n) operation to
update each step [81].

The hierarchical clustering techniques usually require a large memory
space to store the proximity matrix and intermediate data of intensive com-
putations. The complexity of the naive sequential hierarchical clustering ap-
proach is O(n3), where n is the size of the dataset. Li [112] presented a par-
allel hierarchical clustering algorithm on SIMD machines. The single-link and
complete-link hierarchical clustering algorithms were also parallelised on an
alignment network, especially shuffle-exchange network. The matrix (n×m)

with m features (pattern matrix or proximity matrix) is first stored in the main
memory and then distributed over p processing elements. Two storage rules
were proposed to store the pattern matrix or the proximity matrix in the mem-
ory modules. Rows, columns, "fold"s, partial-row-pairs, and partial-column-
pairs can all be accessed in parallel. These storage and accessing schemes
reduce the space requirement and facilitate parallel operations. As a result,
the number of memory accesses on a sequential machine is O(n3), and it is
O(n2) on a parallel machine. However, although the authors succeeded in
decreasing the overall complexity of the sequential hierarchical clustering al-
gorithm, O(n2) is still an expensive complexity.

Garg et al. [103] presented a parallel BIRCH (PBIRCH) algorithm to deal
with its scalability issue and maintain the quality of its final clusters. PBIRCH
algorithm runs on the SPMD model using message-passing. Initially, data is
distributed equally among the processors. Suppose we have P processors and
N data items. Each processor gets about N/P data items. Each processor
builds its own initial in-memory CF-tree. The data is divided into P blocks
of roughly equal size and distributed among the processors. When new data
items arrive they are distributed cyclically to all the processors. Each processor
inserts newly allocated data items in its own local CF-tree. After constructing
the CF-tree, as in sequential BIRCH, the CFs are clustered at the leaf nodes
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whenever it is required. In case of PBIRCH, Parallel K-means algorithm was
used. Initially, one processor chooses K initial seeds, and broadcasts them to
all the processors. Each processor uses a seed to cluster its CFs locally. The
means of the local clusters are then exchanged and the global means are com-
puted. This is the only step that requires data exchange between processors in
every iteration. At this point, each processor has the K global means. Starting
with these global means, each processor recomputes the clusters, and the pro-
cedure repeats. The algorithm terminates when the change in clusters between
consecutive iterations becomes less than some specified threshold. Since the
number of CFs (at leaf nodes) is larger in parallel than in sequential, more
representatives of data items are available. Therefore, the quality of clustering
found by PBIRCH is slightly better than the one found by sequential BIRCH.
However, although parallelisation improved the performance of the sequential
BIRCH algorithm, the problem of scaling to very large datasets remains due
to the construction of in-memory CF-trees.

Recently, Wu et al. [113], presented a new way of improving the hierar-
chical clustering algorithm for streaming data by using a combination of new
aspects: Batch Updating to reduce the computational time and communica-
tion costs among cluster nodes, and co-occurrence based feature selection to
decrease the dimension of feature vectors and eliminate noise features. The
authors tried to group internet users by mining a huge volume of web access
log of up to 100 gigabytes. The algorithm can handle large scale data streams.
The authors exploited the power of the GPUs and the dynamic parallelism fea-
ture of CUDA [114] platform to execute BIRCH to cluster streams of data and
study its behaviour and performance. It was reported that GPUs can speedup
by a factor between 7 and 154 compared to the original BRICH. The algorithm
is called GpuBIRCH (GBRICH). However, GBIRCH is designed specifically for
data streaming.

3.2.3.3 Parallel Density-based Clustering

Density based clustering algorithms have played an important role in find-
ing non-linear structures of shapes based on the density of the points within a
scene. Among density-based algorithms, DBSCAN is the most widely used [71].
Beside its popularity due to the simplicity and elegance of its concepts, it is
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not scalable and has high complexity. In the following, we present some par-
allel versions of the DBSCAN algorithm. Guo and Grossman [115] introduced
PDBSCAN, a parallel DBSCAN algorithm on a shared-nothing architecture.
It was implemented using the master-slave model, which can run on a set
of machines connected by an interconnection network. The authors used the
dR∗tree (distributed R∗tree); a distributed spatial index data structure in which
the data is spread among multiple computers and the indexes of the data are
replicated on every computer, allowing efficient access to the data. The PDB-
SCAN algorithm has three steps. First, the master divides the dataset among
the slaves. Second, each slave executes DBSCAN to cluster its own data parti-
tion. The last step is to merge the local clusters into global clusters. The R∗tree
data structure provides an efficient access to the data. The results showed that
PDBSCAN achieves nearly linear speedup. However, the speed up of the al-
gorithm drops for clusters with varying density as it is very hard to distribute
the R∗tree data to the slaves in a way that one slave has only neighbouring
points.

OPTICS is another hierarchical density-based clustering algorithm that dis-
covers clusters with arbitrary shapes and eliminates noise using adjustable
reachability distance thresholds. Parallelising OPTICS or DBSCAN is consid-
ered to be challenging as the computations follow a specific order in which
the data should be accessed and used. Patwary et al. [116, 117] presented two
algorithms, a scalable parallel OPTICS algorithm (POPTICS) and a parallel
DBSCAN algorithm (PDBSCAN) using both graph theory concepts and the
disjoint-set data structure to avoid the sequential data access of OPTICS and
DBSCAN. Both algorithms use a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) approach to
construct the clusters. This leads to a well-balanced workload distribution.
The idea of both the POPTICS and the PDBSCAN algorithms is as follows.
Each processor computes an MST on its local dataset without incurring any
communication. Then the local MSTs are combined to obtain a global MST.
Both steps are performed in parallel. Additionally, the clusters are extracted
directly from the global MST (without a linear order of the points) by simply
traversing the edges of the MST once in an arbitrary order, thus, also enabling
the cluster generation in parallel using the parallel disjoint-set data structure.
The algorithms were implemented with both shared and distributed memory
models. Both algorithms (POPTICS and PDBSCAN) reach high speedup on
high dimensional datasets without losing in quality of clustering.
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Many recent SPMD based parallel clustering algorithms have been pro-
posed and implemented in MapReduce to run on very large and powerful
systems such as cloud computing. MapReduce is a simple and yet power-
ful MapReduce parallel programming paradigm. The MapReduce framework
has received a lot of attention due to its simplicity for developing applications
and its rapid deployment on the cloud. He et al. [118] proposed an efficient
parallel implementation of DBSCAN using MapReduce. Unlike the parallel
versions of DBSCAN (presented above) [115, 119, 120], which are not fully
parallel, as they still need a single node to aggregate intermediate results, this
version (DBSCAN with MapReduce) addresses the aggregation phase well
and also uses a very sophisticated data partitioning to allow the load balanc-
ing. The PDBSCAN using MapReduce is implemented in 3 stages. Stage 1:
partitions the data and prepares it for Stage 2 using cost-based partitioning
(CBP) which is a new partitioning method which partitions data based on the
estimated computation cost, which allows the algorithm to achieve load bal-
ancing. Stage 2: runs the DBSCAN on each partition of data; it represents
the mapping phase, and is fully parallel without any communication. Stage 3:
this consists of merging the local clusters to generate global ones, and has two
steps. The first step consists of building a cluster id mapping (map the local
id to the global one) for the entire dataset based on pair lists collected from
Stage 2. The second step consists of replacing the local id with the global one
for points from all partitions and generating a united output. The algorithm
was evaluated on real large spatial datasets using the Hadoop platform. The
results revealed that the algorithm is very efficient in terms of response time
and scalability. However, partitioning the data is still not a cheap step to carry
out.

Similarly, Dai and Lin [121] introduced another parallel DBSCAN algo-
rithm based on MapReduce, called DBSCAN-MR, with scalability as the main
objective. In DBSCAN-MR, the input dataset is partitioned into smaller parts
and processed in parallel on the Hadoop platform. The efficiency of the algo-
rithm depends on the partitioning mechanism, which has a direct impact on
the load of each node. DBSCAN-MR uses a new partitioning method, called
Partition with Reduced Boundary Points (PRBP), to select partition boundaries
based on the distribution of data points. Note that, data points of the same
cluster are scattered among different nodes. When the dataset is partitioned,
PRBP duplicates the data points around the boundary of each partition and
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includes them in all the partitions, which will help to merge the clusters scat-
tered in different nodes. The DBSCAN-MR algorithm includes five phases:
In the first phase (data partition using PRBP), the dataset is partitioned with
the aim of not only maintaining the load balance between the nodes but also
minimising the number of boundary points in order to increase the efficiency
of clustering and merging. In the second phase (DBSCAN-Map), DBSCAN is
executed on each node using the kd-tree [122] space index (kdDBSCAN) lo-
cally on its assigned data partition. In the third phase (DBSCAN-Reduce), the
algorithm finds out the same point indexes between partitions and gets the
clustering ID (CID) of these points. The fourth phase (Merge result) merges
the results from DBSCAN-Reduce to discover the global structure of clusters
based on the boundary points. Finally, in the Relabel phase, local clustering
results from each partition are relabelled to identify the global clusters. The
experimental results showed that DBSCAN-MR is highly efficient and scal-
able. Although the authors have tried to optimise the size of the boundary
points, duplicating these points in every partition will increase the merging
time and also the size of the local data manipulated in every processor.

Zhao et al. [123] proposed a parallel K-means clustering algorithm based
on MapReduce. The experimental results demonstrated the scalability of the
approach. It efficiently processes large datasets on commodity computers.
The PKMeans algorithm needs one kind of MapReduce job. The "map" func-
tion performs the procedure of assigning each data point to the closest centre
while the reduce function performs the procedure of updating the new cen-
tres. In order to decrease the cost of communications, a combiner function is
developed to deal with partial combinations of the intermediate values with
the same key within the same map task. Although the algorithm scales well,
a linear speedup is difficult to achieve because of the communication cost.

A recent piece of work was proposed by Liu et al. [124] based on a com-
pletely different paradigm. It is based on parallelising the density peaks clus-
tering algorithm [125] using Spark. The main idea behind the density peaks
algorithm is that cluster centres are characterised by a higher density than
their neighbours and by a relatively large distance from points with higher
densities. The authors parallelised the density peaks clustering algorithm us-
ing the Spark GraphX programming language. Spark has a fast and general
engine for a Big Data analysis. All operations of Spark are on Resilient Dis-
tributed Datasets (RDD), which is a fault-tolerant and parallel data structure.
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RDD also offers a rich set of operations to deal with datasets. They showed
the effectiveness of the method under various configurations of number of
nodes and size of datasets. They also showed that the Spark implementation
compares very well with the MapReduce implementation. The reason why
Spark outperforms MapReduce is that Spark processes data in-memory while
Hadoop MapReduce persists back to the disk after a map or reduce action.
However, Spark needs a lot of memory because it loads a process into mem-
ory and keeps it there until further notice. If the data size is too large to fit
entirely into the memory, then there could be a major performance degrada-
tion for Spark. Whereas, MapReduce, kills its processes as soon as a job is
done, so it can easily run alongside other services with minor performance
differences. However, Spark can still deal with very large datasets by sharing
memory model to manage the main memory of many processing nodes of the
system.

All the above parallel clustering algorithms have the same key objective,
which is how to cluster very large data volumes efficiently by exploiting par-
allelism either at the data level or at the infrastructure level by means of some
efficient computing platforms such as Hadoop MapReduce or Spark, etc. The
main challenges of parallel computing remain the same and need to be dealt
with in any implementation or new algorithm’s concepts, basically data dis-
tribution and initial data partitions, work load distribution, load balancing,
communication overheads, and synchronisation constraints [101]. High-level
parallel implementations, as with MapReduce, Spark, etc., may mask some of
these challenges by either providing a standard mechanism to deal with them
or ignore them completely. This is very difficult to control, as usually, the user
does not have access to the low-level details. In addition, some of these high-
level tools generate additional overheads due to the additional layers they
create. Therefore, each algorithm may not be suitable to be implemented with
these tools. It would be good to evaluate the extra overheads they generate.

Parallel algorithms are designed with the assumption that they will be ex-
ecuted on high-performance computing systems, having fast communication
networks and powerful processing nodes. In the following, we review dis-
tributed data mining (mainly clustering) algorithms that were designed to run
on commodity computing, having slow communications and heterogeneous
processing nodes.
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3.3 Distributed Data Mining (DDM)

Distributed data mining approaches were developed with the view to deal
with two main issues of traditional and centralised data mining solutions.
The first issue is resource sharing. Data mining techniques often require a
huge amount of storage space and computational resources. This issue is
also addressed by parallel data mining, where algorithms were parallelised
to exploit the processing power and the storage capacity of parallel machines
(multi-processor machines with or without a shared memory model). This
was addressed in the previous section. Moreover, distributed systems can
provide the processing power and storage capacity to build scalable data min-
ing solutions; the load is usually distributed among the processing nodes in
a fairly and flexible fashion. The second issue is the inherent data distribu-
tion in the majority of the collected datasets. In fact, the datasets are often
collected in different and geographically distributed sites, which are owned
by different organisations. These organisations, for security and cost reasons,
prefer to analyse their data locally instead of gathering them to one place. In
this case, parallel computing is not the best choice because not only there will
be significant overhead due to the data transfer from each site to a centralised
location to analyse it, but it is not possible to do so, as the companies are
reluctant to transfer it. In addition, the data generated on one site may be of
different quality and content, which makes the whole dataset heterogeneous.
Parallel solutions cannot deal with heterogeneous data in an efficient manner.
However, distributed data mining can be a very good solution for analysing
heterogeneous and geographically distributed datasets.

While in the majority of cases we use alternatively DDM and PDM, as
the main issue that was addressed is generally scalability and performance,
which both systems can provide, it is important to be able to mine the data
while preserving privacy, security, and heterogeneity of the initial datasets. In
this case, DDM techniques constitute more appropriate solutions to the issues
of privacy, security, and heterogeneity of the data.

In the following, we review distributed data mining (DDM) techniques
that not only deal with performance and scalability but also with the other
issues mentioned above. The inclusion of some of the works in this section is
based only on our judgement about the ability of the proposed approaches to
deal with issues other than performance. We may have some approaches as
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mentioned in both Sections (3.2 and 3.3). This is because of the importance of
its concepts within both paradigms. We start by reviewing distributed asso-
ciation rules, then distributed classification, and finally distributed clustering
which is the core subject of this research.

3.3.1 Distributed Association Rules

Agrawal and Shafer [84] proposed, what they called “parallel framework”,
for mining Association Rules. More precisely they proposed two algorithms.
They proposed two different implementations of their framework. Both im-
plementations divide the dataset into partitions which are then assigned to
processing nodes. In the first implementation, each processing node anal-
yses its local partition and then exchanges its counts with other processing
nodes of the system. We consider this implementation as a distributed ap-
proach to the Count Distribution (CD) algorithm, as it respects the criteria of
a distributed approach mentioned above. This is because; 1) the dataset is
partitioned among the nodes, which can be produced locally on each node,
2) the algorithm does not exchange the local data, and 3) the algorithm tries
to minimise the communications. However, the data must be homogeneous,
so, the approach does not deal with heterogeneous datasets. In the second
implementation, they allow each processing node to access all datasets of the
other nodes, which is very expensive in terms of network communications. In
addition, it is not scalable as the global view of the data is required. This im-
plementation is more suited for multiprocessor systems with a shared memory
model.

Cheung et al. [126, 127] proposed a Distributed Mining of Association
Rules (DMA), based on the Apriori algorithm. It is also called the Fast Dis-
tributed Mining of Association Rules (FDM) algorithm. FDM generates a
smaller number of candidate itemsets than CD, by pruning at each site the
itemsets that are not locally frequent. In addition, it uses polling sites to opti-
mise the exchange of support counts among sites, thus reducing the commu-
nication complexity to O(|Ck|n), where Ck is the set of candidate k-itemsets
and n is the number of sites. However, the performance enhancements of
FDM over CD are based on the assumption that the data distributions at the
different sites are skewed. When this assumption is violated, FDM actually in-
troduces a larger overhead than CD due to its higher complexity [128]. FDM
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does not address the issues mentioned above. The data has to be distributed
in a special way and does not address the issue of data heterogeneity.

The optimised Distributed Association Rule Mining (ODAM) algorithm
was proposed by Ashrafi et al. [129] and follows the paradigm of CD and
FDM, but attempts to minimise communication and synchronisation costs in
two ways. At the local mining level, it proposes a technical extension to the
Apriori algorithm. It reduces the size of transactions by: (i) deleting the items
that were not frequent in the previous step and (ii) deleting duplicate trans-
actions, but keeping track of them through a count. It then attempts to fit the
remaining transactions into the main memory in order to avoid disk access
costs. At the communication level, it minimises the total message exchanged
by sending support counts of candidate itemsets to a single site, called the
receiver. The receiver broadcasts the globally frequent itemsets back to the
distributed sites. The ODAM is a parallel and distributed algorithm running
on a shared memory system. All the processors access a common memory.
Each processor has direct and equal access to all the memory in the system.
The data in ODAM is partitioned among P processors. Each processor works
on its local partition of the database but performs the same computation of
counting support. However, the ODAM algorithm has to distribute the data
manually among the processors, therefore, it needs to deal with the data to
balance the load manually, also it does not address the issue of data hetero-
geneity.

In the same year, Schuster and Wolff [130] proposed the Distributed De-
cision Miner (DDM) algorithm, which reduces the communication overhead
to O(Proabove|C|n), where Prabove is the probability of a candidate itemset that
has support greater than the support threshold. The basic idea of the DDM al-
gorithm is to verify that an itemset is large before collecting its support counts
from all the distributed parties (partitions). The algorithm differs from FDM
in that, in DDM, the fact that an itemset is locally large in one partition is
not considered a sufficient evidence to trigger the collection of all the support
counts for that itemset. Instead, the parties perform some kind of negotiation
by the end of which they will be able to decide which candidate itemsets are
globally large and which are not. The rest of the algorithm is straightforward:
the support counts of the large items are collected. Although the DDM algo-
rithm does not waste communications on generating globally small itemsets,
but generating globally large items still requires an exchange of messages.
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Therefore, the problem of significant communication overhead still remains,
also the algorithm does not deal with heterogeneous data [128].

3.3.2 Distributed Classification

Classification has been extensively studied in the area of machine learning,
where the whole dataset is available. Often, to speedup the classifier con-
struction, the algorithm is parallelised; each processor generates partial classi-
fication and then they try to generate global classes by aggregating the partial
ones. This generic approach does not partition the data; each processor has
access to all data and usually involves many communications which can be
supported on multiprocessor machines, but not in distributed platforms. This
approach is not scalable and also cannot deal with heterogeneous datasets that
were produced at different sites. So, we do not consider these as distributed
classification methods.

One of the key challenges in classification is how to perform the train-
ing phase in a distributed fashion. One of the approaches that has attracted
much attention is the use of ensemble learning [131, 132]. These techniques
are very promising, using them in distributed learning will allow us not only
to deal with scalability but also with the heterogeneous data problem [133].
Most of distributed classification approaches were mainly inspired by ensem-
ble learning. Ensemble learning was applied in various domains to increase
the classification accuracy of predictive models. It produces multiple models
(base classifiers) from homogeneous data subsets and combines them to en-
hance accuracy. Typically, voting (weighted or unweighted) schemes are ap-
plied on distributed data. Different models can be generated at different sites
and ultimately aggregated using aggregation/combination strategies (Stack-
ing, Boosting, Voting, etc). The AdaBoost-based ensemble approach was in-
troduced by Fan et al. [134] in this perspective.

While some distributed approaches adapted ensemble learning methods
in a distributed computing environment, others extended the existing ap-
proaches of classification such as the ID3, CART and C4.5 algorithms in order
to minimise the communication and coordination costs. Chan et al. [135] fo-
cused on combining distributed data sets and investigated various schemes for
structuring the meta-level training examples. They showed that meta-learning
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exhibits better performance with respect to the majority voting in a number
of domains. The objective of the algorithm was to speed up the learning pro-
cess by using the divide-and-conquer strategy. The dataset is partitioned into
subsets and the same learning algorithm is applied on each of these subsets of
data in parallel and then a meta-learner is used to combine the partial results.
The approach was tested using both ID3 and CART algorithms. Several issues
arise related to how many subsets should be generated, this largely depends
on the number of processors available and the size of the training set. Another
consideration is the desired accuracy, so there may be a trade-off between the
number of subsets and the final accuracy. Moreover, the size of each subset
cannot be too small because sufficient data must be available for each learning
process to produce an effective classifier. The authors took all of the above
remarks into consideration while defining the subsets. For the distribution of
the training examples in the subsets, the authors followed the disjoint equal-
sized subsets with random distributions of classes. Disjoint subsets imply
that no data is shared between learning processes and thus no communica-
tion overhead is paid during training in a parallel execution environment. For
the merging of partial results generated by the learning processes, the authors
used the meta-learning arbiters in a bottom up binary-tree fashion. An arbiter,
together with an arbitration rule, decide a final classification outcome based
on a number of candidate predictions. The algorithm shows a good speed up
but it deals with homogeneous data only.

Based on the same idea of meta-learning, Guo and Sutiwaraphun [136]
introduced a new approach where they applied meta-learning concepts to
DDM. The approach is called Knowledge Probing, where a supervised learn-
ing process is organised into two learning stages. In the first learning phase,
a set of base classifiers are learned in parallel from a distributed data set (the
authors used the C4.5 algorithm). In the second learning phase, meta-learning
is applied to induce the relationship between an attribute vector and the class
predictions from all of the base classifiers. By applying this approach to an en-
vironment where base classifiers are produced from distributed data sources,
the output of the Knowledge Probing process can be viewed as the assimilated
knowledge of that distributed learning system. However, this approach does
not deal with the data heterogeneity and it also divides the data manually,
therefore the data load balance is hard to achieve.
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3.3.3 Distributed Clustering

Efficient and scalable distributed data clustering techniques are those that are
fully decentralised and make all the various clusters grow concurrently. Fully
decentralised means that any node makes decisions based on its local infor-
mation and some knowledge about its neighbourhood. This is one of the
requirements for scalability in distributed systems. All well-known and pop-
ular clustering algorithms were either parallelised or distributed or both. We
will use the same criteria as in the previous section to differentiate between
parallel clustering and distributed clustering.

Many researchers [101, 137, 138] have proposed and developed interesting
distributed clustering approaches. They use the same overall process, which
is; perform partial analysis on local data at individual sites and then aggre-
gate them to obtain global results. They differ only in the details of how the
local clustering and aggregation were carried out. Both steps are crucial for
accurate clustering results and efficiency of the execution of the algorithm.
Depending on how these were defined, the system may use more communi-
cations, more synchronisations, more information for decision making, etc.,
which compromise the approach scalability, precision, and complexity. For
instance, [133, 139] proposed an efficient aggregation phase that minimises
the communications and the amount of data exchanged between the nodes.

Many data reduction techniques have been proposed with the objective
of reducing the communications and data exchange, which introduce signifi-
cant overheads. Some of these techniques use Sampling methods [140, 141].
Sampling is the simplest approach for data reduction. The idea is to draw
the desired number of random samples from the entire dataset and perform
the clustering on those samples. However, naive sampling is more likely to
produce poor results mainly on real world problems with noisy data. An-
other data reduction technique is discretisation [142]. Data discretisation can
be used to reduce the number of values for continuous attributes by dividing
the range of each attribute into intervals. Interval labels can then be used to
replace actual data values. However, this technique requires a good interval
selection process. This reduces significantly the size of the original data and
therefore its complexity. However, both sampling and discretisation can be
used for centralised clustering techniques to reduce their complexity, that are
not specific to distributed datasets.
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Samatova et al. [143] developed a method for performing hierarchical clus-
tering for homogeneously distributed data, using statistics to present the local
results. The algorithm is called Recursive Agglomeration of Clustering Hierar-
chies by Encircling Tactic (RACHET). Each site produces a dendrogram based
on local data, then transmits it to a central site. To reduce communication
costs, they do not send a complete description of each cluster in a dendro-
gram. Instead, an approximation of each cluster is sent consisting of various
descriptive statistics such as number of points in the cluster, average square
Euclidean distance from each point in the cluster to the centroid, etc. The
central site combines the dendrogram descriptions into a global dendrogram
description. Selecting a good descriptive statistics requires iterating until the
sufficient statistics converge to the desired quality. This approach may not be
scalable, as it depends on the algorithm used to generate global dendrograms.

Forman and Zhang [144] proposed a distributed technique based on statis-
tics for presenting local results. They proposed a centre-based distributed
clustering algorithm that only requires the exchange of some Sufficient Statis-
tics (SS) about local clusters. The approach was tested using three centre-
based algorithms, K-means, K-harmonic Means [145] and Expectation Max-
imisation (EM) [146]. This work was essentially an extension of their early
parallel clustering work [147]. The problem is formulated as an optimisation
of a performance function depending on both the data items and the centre
locations. M is the set of parameters to be optimised. A popular performance
function for measuring the quality of a clustering S is the sum of the mean
square error (MSE) of each data point to the centre. The parameter set M
consists of K centroids for K-means, K centres for K-Harmonic Means and K
centres with co-variance and mixing probabilities for Expectation Maximisa-
tion EM algorithm. The performance function and the parameter optimisation
step for this class of algorithm are written in terms of SS. The calculation is
carried out on all L units in parallel. Each subset Di contributes to the refine-
ment of the parameters M in exactly the same way. Each unit independently
computes its partial sum of the SS over its data partition. One of the comput-
ing units is chosen to be the integrator. It is responsible for: 1) summing up
the SS from all partitions to get the global SS, 2) calculating the new parame-
ters values for M from the global SS, 3) evaluating the performance function
on the new parameter value, and 4) checking the stopping condition and in-
form all of the units to stop or send the new parameters to all computing units
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to start the next iteration. The centre-based distributed clustering algorithm
was tested on a real distributed application where the data is geographically
distributed. The experiments were carried out on workstations separated by
the Atlantic Ocean which were in Bristol, England, and Palo Alto, USA. Also,
parallelisation allowed the algorithm to achieve a great speed-up efficiency.
Also, the algorithm does not deal with data distribution and it scales well
with the dataset size and it can handle heterogeneous data. However, the
method applies only to centre-based clustering algorithms. In addition, the
process of finding the SS involves the optimisation of a performance function
which is not a straightforward task to do. Furthermore, in case of K-means,
the problem of fixing the input parameter K still exists at the global clustering.

Similarly, Januzaj et al. [137] presented the Density Based Distributed
Clustering (DBDC) algorithm. Initially, DBDC uses the DBSCAN to cluster
local data in each site. Subsequently, a small number of representative points
that accurately describe each local cluster are selected. Finally, DBDC ap-
plies the DBSCAN algorithm on the representative points in order to produce
the global clustering model. By taking representative points for each clus-
ter, DBDC reduces significantly the communication cost. However, selecting
these representative points is difficult and costly as it requires many iterations
of computations. In addition, this distributed algorithm still requires input
parameters for the DBSCAN algorithm at both the local clustering and at a
global clustering. In fact, finding the global parameters is not an easy task.
The DBDC tunes the DBSCAN global parameters based on trial and error (the
parameters are tuned manually). In other words, the problem of fixing the
input parameters still exists at the global clustering. Another limitation of the
algorithm is that it tends to work better with large datasets but it performs
poorly on small ones. In fact, the DBDC approach is slightly slower than
the sequential clustering approach for small datasets because of the commu-
nication overhead for the distributed approach. In fact the gain in time from
dividing the data is smaller than the time required to communicate the results.

In the category of density-based clustering, Le-Khac et al. [148] proposed
an interesting distributed algorithm. The first phase is the same as in the pre-
vious algorithms. During the second phase each local cluster is represented
by a set of carefully selected data-points, called representatives. These points
are aggregated to generate the final results. In order to generate the represen-
tative points, the authors combined DBSCAN with a graph-based clustering
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algorithm called Shared Nearest Neighbour SNN similarity graph. The rep-
resentative generation procedure consists of the following steps: 1) A simple
pre-processing step is applied on raw datasets to filter NULL values. 2) Com-
pute the similarity matrix from all the dataset points. 3) Sparsify the similar-
ity matrix by keeping only the k most similar neighbours; this corresponds to
only keeping the k strongest links of the similarity graph. 4) Construct the
SNN graph from the sparsified similarity matrix; at this point, a similarity
threshold is applied to find the connected components to obtain the clusters.
5) Find the SNN density of each point; using the specified input parameter
Eps. 6) Find the core points using the specified input parameter MinPts. 7)
Form clusters from the core points; if two core points are within a radius Eps
of each other then they are placed in the same cluster. 8) Discard all noise
points; all non-core points that are not within a radius of Eps of a core point
are discarded. 9) Assign all non-noise, non-core points to clusters. Note that
steps 5-9 correspond to the DBSCAN algorithm. Core points or specific core
points are selected as cluster representatives that form a new representative
data. The size of these representatives is much smaller than the original data
which makes the technique efficient. However, selecting representatives is still
a challenge in terms of quality and size and also choosing the input parame-
ters for the global clustering is problematic [137, 139].

To summarise, we present in the following a table that highlights the fea-
tures of the works that have been carried out in sequential, parallel and dis-
tributed clustering approaches. Table 3.1 compares all of these approaches
with respect to various criteria including data distribution, data heterogeneity
(whether the method deals with the heterogeneous data or not), input param-
eters (whether the algorithm requires any input parameters or any stopping
conditions for partitioning), scalability, speed up, communication overhead,
and finally the computation complexity. This table also presents the gain of
parallel and distributed clustering approaches over their sequential versions.
Note that, Table 3.1 refers only to some of the works that have been cited in
previous sections that are the most relevant to the scope of this thesis.
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3.3.4 Discussion and Conclusion

Many applications in various domains produce or collect enormous amounts
of data from various distributed sources. Thus, performing data clustering or
data mining in general on distributed data without the need to pool it to a
central computing node becomes a matter of urgency. We have seen through
the literature that a huge effort has been put to develop distributed and/or
parallel data mining techniques to address the limitations of some very popu-
lar data mining algorithms. Parallelisation of existing data mining algorithms
has certainly improved their computational performance. However, the ma-
jority of these solutions cannot handle Big Data applications where massive
amounts of datasets have to be analysed within a reasonable response time.
Usually the improvement made in computations is lost in communications;
for instance they require the data to be pooled to a central parallel machine or
accessing the data remotely which adds significant overhead to the algorithm
response time. Therefore, parallelisation alone does not address the challenges
of Big Data mining.

Many distributed data mining techniques were proposed and run on dis-
tributed computing platforms. However, they do not differ that much from
purely parallel data mining approaches. This is because their main objective
is to exploit the commodity computing resources (share computations and
memory space), such as computing clusters, farms of workstations, etc. These
solutions can still be considered as part of the parallel class. For instance,
they operate on homogeneous data, or they require some global knowledge of
the system to progress in their execution, which has a direct impact on their
scalability as well.

An interesting class of distributed data mining is one that inspires from
the ensemble learning. The main idea is to produce local clusters in each
processing node on its own data and then try to generate global clusters by
aggregating local clusters. In this approach, the first phase is simple enough
but the aggregation phase is very complex. Some algorithms of this class
generate significant communication overheads which cancel more or less the
benefit made in the first phase. With recent advances in cloud computing, both
in hardware and software, the ensemble learning based distributed data min-
ing methods are gaining in popularity and are very promising. The techniques
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that adopted MapReduce parallel programming paradigm are even more scal-
able and more efficient in terms of reducing the communication overheads.

Another interesting problem that has not been addressed so far by any
of the existing approaches, is the problem of input parameters at both local
level and global one. Both partitioning and hierarchical clustering suffer from
some drawbacks as mentioned in Section 2.3.3. For the partitioning class,
K-means algorithm, for example, needs the number of clusters in advance,
while in the majority of cases K is not known. Furthermore, hierarchical clus-
tering algorithms have overcome this limitation: they do not need to provide
the number of clusters as an input parameter, but they must define the stop-
ping conditions for clustering decomposition or agglomeration, which is not
a straightforward task. This problem of parameterisation is still a handicap of
all sequential clustering algorithms (e.g., K-means, DBSCAN, etc) and it per-
sists also in the distributed clustering algorithms, where the input parameters
not only need to be defined at the local level (in each node) but also at the
global level (generation of global clusters). This problem is still not addressed
by any existing parallel and distributed approaches.

To summarise, to the best of our knowledge, the distributed data mining
techniques presented in the literature review do not address all the issues of
data mining; performance, scalability, heterogeneity, and data privacy. Each
approach addresses specific issues but not all at the same time. Therefore,
we need a new clustering approach that can take advantage of parallel and
distributed features, while addressing their weaknesses and challenges (min-
imise communications and synchronisations, heterogeneity, data privacy, etc.).
In addition, one needs to free the existing distributed clustering approaches
from their rigid input parameter procedures whether at local or global level.

In the next chapter, we will present our new approach to distributed clus-
tering of spatial datasets. The approach takes into account all the issues and
constraints discussed in this chapter. It uses some new definitions of clusters
and can work in various environments using various existing data mining
techniques.
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CHAPTER

FOUR

DISTRIBUTED DYNAMIC CLUSTERING FRAMEWORK

In this chapter, we present a distributed clustering approach for very large
scale datasets. The main objective of this approach is to be able to process
big datasets and deal with their challenges, as explained in the previous chap-
ter. The approach can be generalised to any type of data, but in this study
we focus only on spatial datasets. This helped us to validate the approach
and investigate all the requirements and specifications for efficient use and
implementation using existing development platforms, such as MapReduce.
Moreover, as we will see later in the next chapter, this approach constitutes
a solution for some problems of very popular algorithms including K-means,
DBSCAN, etc. We start by explaining the methodology followed to design and
develop the approach. We then introduce step-by-step the approach. We give
its overall complexity and compare it against the existing spatial data mining
algorithms.

4.1 Methodology

There are many factors that affect Big Data mining algorithms. The first factor
is the size of the input dataset; in other words, the scalability of the algo-
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rithms. The data size can affect the performance of a data mining algorithm
in two aspects; the time required to build and use the given clustering system,
and the accuracy of the outputs as the input data increases. The second and
third factors are the heterogeneity and privacy of the input datasets. As we
collect enormous amounts of datasets from various sources, these tend to be
heterogeneous; containing different levels of noise and attributes’ sensitivity.
In addition, often the sources are owned by different organisations, which do
not share their data for various reasons (customer privacy protection, compet-
itively, etc.). Heterogeneous datasets often require different mining algorithms
to analyse them and extract useful knowledge. The fourth factor is the input
data velocity. The chosen data mining technique to analyse the data should be
able to process the data as it is received, without any performance degradation
or time delay.

One of the best ways to deal with these challenges is to analyse the data
at the source. This means that the data will be analysed locally in every data
source. This approach has many advantages:

• Scalability: The overall dataset is already distributed and one can ex-
ploit the processing power of each source (node) to process its own data,
speeding up the mining process. Therefore, there is no need for moving
the whole data into one site in order to coordinate its mining.

• Heterogeneity: Each source can run a clustering algorithm that best suits
its data. The only requirement is to present the results in a unified and
coherent fashion so that the overall results can be used and interpreted
with ease at later stages of the decision-making process.

• Privacy: It is respected, as the data is analysed locally and only the
results of the local mining are shared. It is much easier to control the
privacy at the level of the results than at the level of raw data.

• Velocity: Processing data locally is much easier to deal with the local
data velocity than the overall velocity.

• Performance: The approach combines both parallel and distributed sys-
tems power to process the data.
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It is clear from the aforementioned that mining the data at source will
solve many problems. For instance, the movement of data to the central node
requires high network bandwidth, large storage capacity and high processing
power of the central node. The choice of a mining algorithm that can deal
with noise and large volumes of data is not easy, and may not find an algo-
rithm that can mine the data satisfactorily. So, mining the data locally has
many advantages however, often the local results are not necessarily global
to the overall dataset as if it was processed entirely by one mining algorithm.
Therefore, we need to be able to combine the local results as to create global
ones reflecting the tendency within the whole data. So, the framework has two
main phases: in the first phase it mines the local datasets and in the second
it generates global results (or clusters in this case) from the local clusters (see
Figure 4.1). In the following, we describe the two phases of the distributed
dynamic clustering (DDC) framework.

Figure 4.1: An overview of the DDC approach.
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4.2 Phase 1: Local Models

This phase assumes that the overall data consists of P partitions (or subsets).
We will see in the next chapter what would be the optimal P given the size of
the input data. In the case where the target computing platform is distributed,
P should be the number of processing nodes in the system. For each parti-
tion pi we cluster its data into Ci clusters. When deployed on a distributed or
parallel system with P processing nodes, this phase is purely parallel, as each
processing node executes a clustering algorithm on its data partition inde-
pendently of the others. The local clustering algorithm can be any clustering
algorithm. It can be a centroid-based algorithm (K-means), density-based al-
gorithm (DBSCAN) or even a mixture of clustering algorithms. In the next
chapter, we consider case studies where the local clustering is performed us-
ing either K-means or DBSCAN to demonstrate the efficiency of the DDC
approach.

The obtained clusters on each node are called local clusters or local models.
The local clusters are highly dependent on the clustering techniques used by
their corresponding processing nodes. For instance, for spatial datasets, the
shape of a cluster is usually dictated by the technique used to obtain them.
This is not a big issue for the first phase, as the accuracy of a cluster affects
only the local results of a given node. Moreover, The response time of each
processing node depends on the size of the local dataset and also on the com-
plexity of the clustering algorithm used locally. So, if the size of each partition
is not proportional to the power of its processing node, there is a risk of wait-
ing for the slowest node to finish before starting the second phase. These
scenarios have been considered in the experimental results chapter (Chapter
6). Moreover, this case has been carefully studied by trying to overlap the
first phase with the second phase, in order to minimise the effect of the slow-
est process on the others. We will consider all these cases and discuss their
impact on the DDC framework later in this thesis.

4.3 Phase 2: Aggregation

The aggregation phase consists of collecting the local models from each pro-
cessing node and affects them to some special nodes in the system called
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leaders. The leaders are elected according to some characteristics such as
their capacity, processing power, connectivity, etc. The leaders are responsi-
ble for aggregating (or merging) the local clusters that overlap. This phase
requires exchanging all local clusters to the leaders. As the whole data is very
large, this operation will saturate very quickly the network. So, we must avoid
sending all the original data through the network. The key idea behind the
DDC approach is to send only the cluster’s representatives, which constitute
between 1% and 2% of the total size of the data. The cluster representatives
consist of the internal data representatives plus the boundary points of the
cluster.

There are many existing data reduction techniques in the literature as men-
tioned in (Chapter 3, Section 3.3.3). Many of them are focusing only on the
dataset size i.e., they try to reduce the storage capacity without paying atten-
tion to the knowledge contained in the data [140, 141]. Another technique is
based on density based clustering to select a set of points called representative
points [148]. This technique is efficient. However, selecting representatives is
still a challenge in terms of their quality and size [137, 139].

The best way to represent a spatial cluster is by its shape and density. The
shape of a cluster is represented by its boundary points (called contour) (see
Figure 4.1). Many algorithms for extracting the boundaries of a cluster can
be found in the literature [149–153]. We used two algorithms for extracting
the contour of a cluster; the α shape algorithm proposed by Duckhama et al.
[154], which is based on triangulation to generate the cluster boundaries, and
the balance vector algorithm, proposed by Le-Khac et al. [148] based on the
density clustering algorithm. Both algorithms are efficient for constructing
non-convex boundaries. The algorithms are able to accurately characterise the
shape of a wide range of different point distributions and densities with a
reasonable complexity of O(n log n). More details about these two algorithms
will be given in Section 4.4.

The global models (patterns) are generated during the second phase of
the DDC. This phase is executed in a distributed fashion but, unlike the first
phase, the processing nodes need to communicate their local clusters or inter-
mediate clusters. This phase consists of two main steps, which can be repeated
until all the global clusters are generated. First, each leader collects the local
clusters of its neighbours. Second, the leaders will merge the local clusters
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using the overlay technique. The process of merging clusters will continue
until we reach the root node. The root node will contain the global clusters
(see Figure 4.1).

As mentioned above, communicating the local clusters to the leaders may
generate a huge overhead. Therefore, the objective is to minimise the data
communication and the computational time, while getting accurate global re-
sults. In DDC, we only exchange the boundaries (contours) of the clusters,
instead of exchanging the whole clusters between the system nodes.

The boundaries of the clusters represent the new dataset, and they are
much smaller than the original datasets. So, the boundaries of the clusters
will become the local results at each node in the system. These local results
are sent to the leaders following a tree topology (see Figure 4.1). The global
results will be located at the root of the tree. In the following, we summarise
the main steps of the DDC approach.

1. Each node has a dataset representing a portion of the scene or of the
overall dataset.

2. Each leaf node executes a local clustering algorithm with its own input
parameters.

3. Each node shares its clusters with its neighbours in order to form larger
clusters using the overlay technique.

4. The leader nodes contain the results of their groups.

5. Repeat 3 and 4 until all global clusters were generated.

The pseudo codes of the two phases of the DDC framework are given in
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Algorithm 4.1 and Algorithm 4.2.

Algorithm 4.1: DDC algorithm : Phase 1: Local clustering

1 Initialisation
2 Nodei ∈ N, N: The total nodes in the system.

input : Xi: Dataset Fragment, Paramsi: Input parameters for the local
clustering: Paramsi= (Epsi, MinPtsi) for DBSCAN for example

output: Ci: Cluster’s contours of Nodei

3 foreach Nodei do
4 Li = Local_Clustering(Xi,Paramsi);

// Nodei executes a clustering algorithm locally.

5 Ci = Contour(Li);

// Nodei executes a contour algorithm locally.

6 return (Ci);
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Algorithm 4.2: DDC algorithm : Phase 2: Merging
input : D: Tree degree, Ci: Local cluster’s contours generated by Nodei

in the phase 1

output: CGk,level : Global Cluster’s contours (global results, level=0)

1 repeat

2 level = treeHeight;

3 Nodei joins a group GK,Level of D elements;

// Nodei joins its neighbourhood

4 Nodej=ElectLeaderNode(GK,Level);

// Nodej is the leader of the group G

// In parallel

5 foreach Nodei ∈ GK,Level do

6 if (i <> j) then

7 Send (Ci, Nodej);

// Each node sends its contours to others

nodes in the same group of neighbourhood

8 else

9 Recv (C ≡ ({Cl}, Nodel));

// If the node is the leader, it will receive

the others node’s contours in the same

group of neighbourhood

10 GK,Level= Merge (Ci, C);

// Merge the overlapping contours

11 level - - ;

12 until (level == 0);

13 return (CGk,0)
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4.4 Data Reduction

The most interesting characteristic of our approach is that at the aggregation
phase it exchanges only few points called representatives, these points rep-
resent the boundaries of the local clusters. Many algorithms for extracting
boundary points from a set of data points are developed, in our work, we
used two algorithms called α shape algorithm and balance vector algorithm.
In the fallowing we will give more details about the two algorithms.

4.4.1 α Shape Algorithm

α shape algorithm is a simple, flexible, and efficient algorithm for constructing
a possibly non-convex (concave), simple polygon that characterises the shape
of a set of input points in the plane, termed a characteristic shape. The algo-
rithm is based on the Delaunay triangulation [155] of the points. The shape
produced by the algorithm is controlled by a single normalised parameter l,
which can be used to generate a wide range of characteristic shapes, varying
between the convex hull at one extreme and a uniquely defined shape with
minimum area. Before we give the α shape algorithm steps, we start first by
giving some definitions of the terminology we use:

Convex and Non-convex shape

Convex shape or convex polygon is defined by its very exterior points. For-
mally, a convex polygon needs to fulfil the condition that all of its interior
angles must be less than 180 degrees. If not, then the polygon is non-convex
or also called concave polygon. Figure 4.2 shows an example of both convex
and non-convex shapes of a set of data points.
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Figure 4.2: Convex and non-convex shape.

Delauney Triangulation

In mathematics and computational geometry, a Delaunay triangulation for a set
P of points in a plane is a triangulation DT(P) such that no point in P is inside
the circumcircle of any triangle in DT(P). Delaunay triangulation maximises
the minimum angle of all the angles of the triangles in the triangulation; they
tend to avoid sliver triangles. Another way of defining a Delauney triangulation
is by checking the angles of the generated triangles: looking at Figure 4.3, if
the sum of the angles α1 and α2 is less than or equal to 180 degrees, then the
triangle meets the Delaunay condition. Otherwise the triangle does not satisfy
the Denauley condition (the red discontinue edge), in this case we only need
to flip the edge to make the condition satisfied.
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Figure 4.3: Denauley triangulation.

The following are the steps of the α algorithm, Figure 4.4 also summaries
graphically the steps of the algorithm.

1. Generate the Delaunay triangulation of the set of input points P.

2. Remove the longest exterior edge from the triangulation such that:

• The edge to be removed is longer than the length parameter l; and

• The exterior edges of the resulting triangulation form the boundary
of a simple polygon (cluster of points).

3. Repeat (2) as long as there are more edges to be removed.

4. Return the polygon (contour) formed by the exterior edges of the trian-
gulation.
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Figure 4.4: α shape algorithm.

The α shape algorithm is an efficient and optimal algorithm, requiring only
O(n log n) units of time to execute. The shape produced by the algorithm is
parameterised by means of a single normalised length parameter which is
easy to control.

4.4.2 Balance Vector Algorithm

Balance vector is another algorithm that we used in order to detect boundary
points of local clusters. This algorithm works with density-based clustering.
Therefore, it is more suitable for extracting contours from clusters that belong
to density-based clustering class. Before describing this algorithm in details,
we first give the main concepts of this technique.

Neighbourhood: Given a cluster C ⊆ <n ≡ {p1, p2, ..., pn} The neighbour-
hood NC(p) of a point p in the cluster C is defined as the set of points pi ∈ C
so that the distance between pi and p is less than or equal to ε:

NC(p) = {pi ∈ C | dist(p, pi) ≤ ε} (4.1)
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In order to determine the boundary points of a cluster, we need to introduce
the following concepts:

Displacement vector: A displacement vector from pi ∈ NC(p) to the point
p is defined as:

−→
V = ∑

pi∈NC(p)

(p− pi) (4.2)

This vector points towards the area of the lowest density of the neighbourhood
of p.

Balance vector: The balance vector relative to the point p is defined as
follows:

−→
b p =


1

‖−→V p‖
−→
V p if ‖−→V p‖ > 0

−→
0 otherwise

(4.3)

Note that the balance vector of p points to the least dense area of the neigh-
bourhood of p, the length of the vector does not hold any relevant information.
Figure 4.5 shows an example of a balance vector. The neighbourhoods of p
are inside the circle, the balance vector is represented by the blue colour.

Figure 4.5: Example of a balance vector.

Boundary points: If a point is a boundary point, there should be no points
towards the direction of the balance vector. This property allows us to separate
boundary points and internal points. For each point p, it checks for an empty
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area whose shape is the intersection of an hyper-cone of infinite height, vertex,
axis and aperture ρ, where ρ is a given angle. As shown in Figure 4.6, the
area checked is highlighted in green. Formally, a boundary point is described
as a Boolean predicate.

Figure 4.6: Boundary point check

Boundary(p) =

true if (∀q ∈ NC
ε (p), (q− p)

−→
b b < cos(v)

f alse otherwise
(4.4)

We can define the boundary BC of a cluster C as the set of all boundary
points in C:

BC = {p ∈ C : Boundary(p) is true} (4.5)

The algorithm for selecting the boundary points is described in Algorithm
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4.3, and its complexity is O(n log n).

Algorithm 4.3: Boundary detection algorithm

input : Cluster C, Set of balance vectors
−→
b pi , Parameter ν.

output: Boundary points BC of cluster C
1 BC ← C;
2 for every point p ∈ BC do
3 for every point q ∈ NC(p) do
4 if (q− p)

−→
b ≥ cos(v) then

5 Discard p from BC;
6 Break;

7 return BC;

Let Ci be a set of clusters of node i and Bcj be the boundary of a cluster
cj ∈ Ci. The local model Li is defined by:

Li =
n⋃

j=1

Bcj ∪ Pi (4.6)

Where Pi is the set of internal representatives.

4.5 DDC Computational Complexity

In this section, we compute the theoretical complexity of our approach. Let M
be the number of nodes and ni the dataset given to each node vi in the system.
The complexity of our approach is the sum of its components’ complexity;
local mining, local reduction, and global aggregation.

Phase1 - Local clustering: Let Γ(ni) denote the local clustering algorithm
running on node (vi), and ∆(ci) be the time required to execute the reduction
algorithm(the contour algorithm). The cost of this phase is given by:

TPhase1 =
M

Max
i=1

(Γ(ni) + ∆(ci)) (4.7)

Where ci is the cluster points generated by node vi. ci can be grossly

approximated by: ci '
N

Mki
, where N is the total dataset, M is the number of
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nodes in the system and ki is the number of clusters generated by the node
vi. The complexity of the reduction algorithm is O(ci log ci) (see Section 4.4),

which is O( N
Mki

log
N

Mki
). As M and ki are fixed therefore, in the worst case,

the complexity is equal to O(N log N).

Phase2 - Aggregation: The aggregation of the local clusters depends on
the hierarchical combination of contours of local clusters. As the merging of
any two clusters is based on the intersection of their contours, the complexity
of this phase is O(wi log wi + p). Where wi is the total number of vertices
of the contours and p is the number of intersection points between the given

contours (polygons). wi can be approximately calculated as wi '
N

Mki
β, where

β ∈ [0− 1] is a percentage that represents a contour points. We experimentally
found that β = 0.02 of the cluster size.

Total complexity: The total complexity of the DDC approach is:

TTotal = O(Γ(ni)) +O(ci log ci) +O(wi log wi + p) (4.8)

TTotal = O(Γ(ni)) +O[
N

Mki
log

N
Mki

] +O[( N
Mki

β) log (
N

Mki
β) + p]

' O(Γ(ni)) +O(N log N)

(4.9)

Where O(Γ(ni)) is the time complexity of the local clustering algorithm.

4.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have introduced the DDC approach by giving the general
overview of its architecture, we have also explained the efficient data reduc-
tion techniques that we have adopted and we gave details about two data
reduction algorithms we have used to reduce the size of data exchanged. We
also calculated the computational complexity of the approach. The DDC ap-
proach can take any clustering algorithm locally. The approach is simple yet it
is designed to deal with very large datasets which can be heterogeneous and
distributed.
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Note that, the second phase can be executed by a clustering algorithm,
which can be the same as in the first phase or completely different one. In the
case of spatial datasets, one wants to optimise the second phase and produce
very accurate global clusters. For other data types, this phase can be imple-
mented using an appropriate clustering algorithm to perform the aggregation
phase of the approach. This approach belongs to the category of hierarchical
clustering.

As we will see in the coming chapters, this approach can be executed
either on one machine (processing node) or on a distributed system. We focus
on spatial datasets, because the DDC approach overcomes the limitations of
some very popular algorithms, such as K-means. The next chapter presents
an evaluation study based on two case studies using two well-known local
clustering algorithm, centroid-based (K-means) and density-based (DBSCAN).
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CHAPTER

FIVE

DISTRIBUTED DYNAMIC CLUSTERING WITH

K-MEANS & DBSCAN: CASE STUDIES

After presenting and highlighting the characteristics of the distributed dy-
namic clustering (DDC) in the previous chapter, we present in this chapter
another very important capability of this approach, which is the design of
new clustering algorithms based on the existing mining techniques. The first
technique is based on K-means and the second is based on DBSCAN. This
demonstrates the flexibility of our approach and its efficiency in mining very
large datasets. We will show that not only the new approach based on the
existing algorithms outperforms the existing techniques applied on the whole
datasets, but it also solves some of their issues, such as the rigidity of their
input parameters.

We also compared the DDC results with other existing and well-known
algorithms which are BIRCH and CURE. We start by presenting DDC with
K-means (DDC-K-means) and illustrate its functioning with an example. We
then present its computational complexity as well as its problem in dealing
with noise. We introduce, in the next section, the DDC with DBSCAN (called
DDC-DBSCAN). DDC-DBSCAN has a higher complexity than DDC-K-means
but it solves the problem of the noise of DDC-K-means.
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5.1 Distributed Dynamic Clustering with K-means

K-means is one of the basic and most commonly used clustering algorithms.
It is also characterised by its simplicity and its good computational complex-
ity. We use K-means as a local clustering algorithm for each partition of the
dataset. In other words, each processing node executes the K-means algorithm
on its local data. Note that every execution of K-means on a dataset requires
the number of the clusters to be specified in advance. Consider that the system
has P processing nodes {v1, v2, · · · , vP}, each vi requires an input parameter
Ki to execute K-means on its data. The whole system requires (K1, K2, · · · , KP)

parameters which is not practical and even not feasible if we have to tune the
system to find an optimal final clustering. The question then is how to set the
parameters {Ki}P

1 , such that the final clustering is of a high quality. We found
out that the answer is quite simple.

Following the steps of the DDC approach as described in the previous
chapter (Chapter 4), the DDC with K-means (DDC-K-means) imposes that
each processing node vi executes K-means on its local dataset (partition) dur-
ing the first phase (called parallel phase) using Ki and produces Li local clus-
ters. As part of the first phase, each vi calculates the contours of its local Li

clusters. The second phase (Aggregation phase) consists of exchanging the
contours located in each node vi with its neighbourhood nodes. Each leader
attempts to merge overlapping contours of its group. Therefore, each leader
generates new contours (new clusters). The merging procedure will continue
until there is no overlapping contours.

Two observations can be made at this stage concerning the aggregation
phase:

1. The aggregation phase can only merge two clusters that overlap. It can-
not split any local cluster which may overlap two different clusters. For
instance, assume that we have two completely different clusters Ca and
Cb. Assume that a node vc produced a cluster Cx that overlaps both
Ca and Cb. Even if we know in advance that Ca and Cb are two differ-
ent clusters and should not be merged, the DDC aggregation phase will
merge them because of Cx. The reason for this is that Cx is not of a good
quality cluster and therefore it should be split. This is usually due to
the fact that either the number of the clusters Kc is too small and/or the
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initial conditions are poor. So, one way of avoiding such situation is to
choose Kc large enough in order to generate more small local clusters,
which can be merged later to larger ones during the aggregation phase.

2. The number of final clusters depends only on the overlapping local clus-
ters. It does not depend on the {Ki}P

1 . {Ki}P
1 controls only the produc-

tion of local clusters and it does not have any direct impact on the final
number of clusters, which is an extremely important result.

To answer the question “how to choose {Ki}P
1 such that the final clusters

are of very good quality?”, we only need to set Ki larger than the optimal
number of clusters within the dataset. For instance, if the optimal K = 10,
then Ki > 10. How far from or how close to the optimal K is a trade-off
between computations and quality of the global clusters, as we know that the
more K is large the more calculations are required to execute the algorithm.

To clarify more the approach we show in the next section an example of
execution of the approach using K-means as a local clustering. Note that,
with DDC-K-means, we used both α shape and balance vector algorithms in
the aggregation phase to extract the contours and they both worked well and
gave good results.

5.1.1 DDC-K-means: Example of Execution

In this section, we take an example of execution to clarify how does DDC-
K-means approach work. We suppose that the system contains five nodes
(N = 5), and each node executes the K-means algorithm with different Ki,
as it is shown in Figure 5.1. Node1 executes the K-means with K1 = 30,
Node2 with K2 = 60, Node3 with K3 = 90, Node4 with K4 = 120, and Node5

with K5 = 150. Therefore, each node in the system generates its local clusters
based on its input parameter K. The next step consists of merging overlapping
clusters within the neighbourhood.
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Figure 5.1: Distributed Dynamic Clustering Algorithm with K-means (DDC-

K-means).

The key contributions here are: As we can see from Figure 5.1, although
we started with different values of K locally, we generated only five global
clusters (see Figure 5.1). DDC-K-means dynamically determines the number
of the clusters without a priori knowledge about the data or an estimation
process of the number of the clusters. In another word, DDC-K-means does
not need the number of global clusters to be given as an input. It is calculated
dynamically. Moreover, each local clustering Li with K-means needs Ki as a
parameter, which is not necessarily the exact K for that local clustering. Let K̃i

be the exact number of local clusters in the node Ni, all it is required is to set
Ki such that Ki > K̃i. This is much simpler than giving Ki, especially when we
do not have enough knowledge about the local dataset characteristics. Never-
theless, it is indeed better to set Ki as close as possible to K̃i in order to reduce
the processing time in calculating the contours and also merging procedure.

DDC-K-means was also compared to two well-known clustering algorithms:
BIRCH and CURE. The results are shown in the next section.
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5.1.2 DDC-K-means: Experimental Results

In this section, we study the performance of DDC-K-means algorithm and
demonstrate its effectiveness compared to BIRCH and CURE algorithms:

BIRCH: We used the implementation of BIRCH provided by Zhang et al.
[156]. It performs pre-clustering and then uses a centroid-based hierarchi-
cal clustering algorithm. Note that the time and space complexity of this
approach is quadratic to the number of points after pre-clustering. We set
parameters to the default values suggested in [156].

CURE: We used the implementation of CURE provided by Guha et al.
[157]. The algorithm uses representative points with shrinking towards the
mean. As described in [157], when two clusters are merged in each step, the
representative points for the newly merged clusters are selected from the ones
of the two original clusters rather than all the points in the merged clusters.

DDC-K-means: The key point in our approach is to choose Ki bigger
than the correct number of clusters. As mentioned above, when two clusters
are merged in each step of the algorithm, representative points of the newly
merged cluster are the union of the contours of the two original clusters rather
than all points in the new cluster. This speeds up the execution time without
adversely impacting the quality of the generated clusters. In addition, our
technique uses the tree topology and heap data structures. Thus, this also
improves the complexity of the algorithm.

We run the three algorithms using the same machine, Dell-XPS (1.8GHz*4
Intel Core i5 with 8GB of memory) with Ubuntu (14.04 LTS) as OS.

5.1.2.1 DDC-K-means: Used Datasets

We run the experiments with different datasets. We used three datasets with
different shapes and sizes. These datasets are summarised in Table 5.1. The
number of points and clusters in each dataset are also given in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: The datasets used to test DDC-K-means.

Dataset Description #Points #Clusters

T1 Big oval (egg shape) 14,000 5

T2
4 small circles and

2 small circles linked
17,080 5

T3
2 small circles, 1 big circle

and 2 linked ovals
30,350 4

5.1.2.2 DDC-K-means: Quality of Clustering

We run the three algorithms on the three datasets to compare them with re-
spect to the quality of clusters generated. Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4
show the clusters found by the three algorithms for the three datasets (T1, T2

and T3). We use different colours to show the clusters returned by each algo-
rithm.

Figure 5.2: Clusters generated by DDC-K-means from T1.
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Figure 5.2 shows the clusters generated from the T1. As expected, since
BIRCH uses a centroid-based hierarchical clustering algorithm for clustering
the pre-clustered points, it could not find all the clusters correctly. It splits the
larger cluster while merging the others. In contrast, CURE algorithm succeeds
to generate the majority of clusters but it still fails to discover all the correct
clusters. Our distributed clustering algorithm successfully generates all the
clusters with the default parameter settings described in Section 5.1.2. As it is
shown in Figure 5.2, after merging the local clusters, we generated five final
clusters.

Figure 5.3 shows the results found by the three algorithms for dataset
T2. Again, BIRCH and CURE failed to generate all the clusters, while our
algorithm successfully generated the four correct clusters.

Figure 5.3: Clusters generated by DDC-K-means from T2.

Figure 5.4 illustrates the clustering we found from dataset T3. As we can
see BIRCH still fails to find all the clusters correctly. In contrast, CURE found
the five clusters, but not perfectly. For instance, we can see some red points
in the blue cluster and some blue points in the green cluster. Our algorithm
generated the five clusters correctly and perfectly.
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Figure 5.4: Clusters generated by DDC-K-means from T3.

Observation

As we can see, our technique successfully generated the final clusters for
the three datasets. This is due to the fact that:

• When two clusters are merged, the new cluster is represented by the
union of the two contours of the two original clusters. This speeds up
the execution times without impacting the quality of clusters generated.

• The number of global clusters is dynamic.

5.1.3 DDC-K-means Computational Complexity

The time complexity of K-means algorithm is given by:

TK−means = O(dkn) (5.1)

Where d: number of dimensions of the dataset, ki: number of sub-clusters
of node vi and ni: dataset given to each node vi.

We replace O(Γ(ni)) by O(dkini) in Equation 4.8 in previous chapter
(Chapter 4, Section 4.5). Therefore:

TDDC−K−means = O(dkini) +O(ci log ci) +O(wi log wi + p) ' O(ni) (5.2)
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We can also generate the DDC-Kmeans total complexity based on equation
4.9 in previous chapter (Chapter 4, Section 4.5). Therefore:

TDDC−K−means = O(dkini) +O[
ni

ki
log

ni

ki
]+

O[(ni

ki
β) log (

ni

ki
β) + p] ' O(ni) +O(ni log ni)

(5.3)

We can notice that the time complexity of the whole DDC approach while
using K-means as the local clustering algorithm is polynomial. That makes
the approach very efficient in terms of execution time.

5.1.4 Limitations of DDC-K-means

The objective of our work is to design and implement an approach that is able
to take any clustering algorithm at the local level. In addition, the approach
needs to work with different and real world datasets. Real datasets are char-
acterised by their different shapes and sizes, and they can contain noises and
outliers.

As we sow in the previous section (Section 5.1), DDC-K-means works bet-
ter than both BIRCH and CURE and it generated accurate results. In addition,
the time complexity of DDC-Keans grows linearly with the size of the data.
However, we can notice that the shape of the data we used is of a convex shape
and it is free of noise. Therefore, we need to check the approach with different
datasets that have non-convex shapes and also contain noise. To do so, we did
another experiment, this time, we took two other datasets: T4 and T5. Note
that T5 is the same dataset as T4 for which we removed the noise. Note that in
the following figures, each colour represents a separate cluster.

As we can see from Figure 5.5. DDC-K-means fails to find good clusters
for the two datasets (T4 and T5), this is due to the fact that the K-means algo-
rithm tends to work with convex shape datasets only, because it is based on
the centroid principle to generate clusters. Moreover, we can also notice that
the results of DDC-K-means are even worse with the dataset which contains
noise (T5). In fact, it returns the whole dataset with the noise as one final
cluster (see Figure 5.5). This is because K-means does not deal with noise.
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Original Dataset DDC-K-means

T4

T5 (T4 with noise)

Figure 5.5: DDC-K-means with non-convex shape and noisy data.

5.2 DDC with DBSCAN (DDC-DBSCAN)

While the DDC-K-means performs much better than some well-known clus-
tering algorithms (BIRCH and CURE) on spatial datasets, it still can not deal
with all kinds of datasets; mainly with non-convex shapes. In addition, DDC-
K-means is very sensitive to noise. Therefore, instead of K-means, we use
another clustering algorithm for spatial datasets, which is DBSCAN.

The approach remains the same (as explained in (Section 5.1, the only
difference is at the local level (see Figure 4.1), where, instead of using K-
means for processing local clusters, we use DBSCAN. Each node ni executes
DBSCAN on its local dataset to produce Ki local clusters. Once all the local
clusters are determined, we calculate their contours. These contours will be
used as representatives of their corresponding clusters. The global clusters
are generated during the second phase. This phase consists of two main steps:
1) Each leader collects the local clusters of its neighbours, and 2) The leaders
merge the local clusters using the overlay technique. The process of merging
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clusters will continue until we reach the root node. The root node will contain
the global clusters (see Figure 4.1). During this phase we only exchange the
boundaries of the clusters.

The merging process consists of two steps: boundary merging and regen-
eration. The merging is performed by a boundary-based method. Let Li be a
local model received from the site i and Bi be the set of all boundaries in Li.
The global model G is defined by:

G = Γ(∪Bi), Bi ∈ Li (5.4)

where Γ is a merging function. In the following, we summarise DBSCAN
algorithm.

5.2.1 DBSCAN Algorithm

DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) is a
well-known density based clustering algorithm capable of discovering clusters
with arbitrary shapes and eliminating noisy data [71]. Briefly, DBSCAN clus-
tering algorithm has two main parameters: the radius Eps and the minimum
points MinPts. For a given point p, the Eps_neighbourhood of p is the set of all
the points around p within the distance Eps. If the number of points in the
Eps_neighbourhood of p is smaller than MinPts, then all the points in this set,
together with p, belong to the same cluster. More details can be found in [71].
Compared with other popular clustering methods such as K-means [158] and
BIRCH [156], DBSCAN has several key features. First, it groups data into
clusters with arbitrary shapes. Second, it does not require the number of the
clusters to be given as an input. The number of clusters is determined by the
nature of the data and the values of Eps and MinPts. Third, it is insensitive to
the input order of points in the dataset. All these features are very important
to any clustering algorithm.

5.2.2 DBSCAN Complexity

DBSCAN visits each point of the dataset, possibly multiple times (e.g., as can-
didates to different clusters). For practical considerations, however, the time
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complexity is mostly governed by the number of regionQuery invocations.
DBSCAN executes exactly one such query for each point, and if an indexing
structure is used that executes a neighbourhood query in O(log n), an overall
average complexity of O(n log n) is obtained if the parameter Eps is chosen
in a meaningful way, (i.e., such that on average only O(log n) points are re-
turned). Without the use of an accelerating index structure, or on degenerated
data (e.g., all points within a distance less than Eps), the worst case run time
complexity remains O(n2). The distance matrix of size O((n2 − n/2)) can be
materialised to avoid distance re-computations, but this needs O(n2) of mem-
ory, whereas a non-matrix based implementation of DBSCAN only needs O(n)
of memory space.

5.2.3 DDC-DBSCAN: Example of Execution

Figure 5.6 illustrates an example of DDC-DBSCAN. Assume that the dis-
tributed computing platform contains five nodes (N = 5). Each node exe-
cutes DBSCAN algorithm with its local parameters (Epsi, MinPtsi) on its local
dataset. As it can be seen in Figure 5.6 the new approach returned exactly
the right number of clusters and their shapes. The approach is insensitive to
the way the original data is distributed among the nodes. It is also insensitive
to noise and outliers. As we can see, although each node executes DBSCAN
locally with different parameters, the global final clusters are correct, even on
the noisy dataset (T5) (see Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6: Example of DDC-DBSCAN execution.

5.2.4 DDC-DBSCAN: Experimental Results

In this section, we study the performance of the DDC-DBSCAN approach and
demonstrate its effectiveness compared to BIRCH, CURE and DDC-K-means.
We choose these algorithms because either they are in the same category as
the proposed technique, such as BIRCH which belongs to the hierarchical
clustering category, or have an efficient optimisation approach, such as CURE.
Both CURE and BIRCH algorithms are the same as those defined and used in
the previous section (see Section 5.1).

We run the three algorithms using the same machine, Dell-XPS (1.8GHz*4
Intel Core i5 with 8GB of memory) with Ubuntu (14.04 LTS) as OS.

5.2.4.1 DDC-DBSCAN: Used Dataset

We run the experiments with different datasets. We used eight types of
datasets with different shapes and sizes. The first three datasets (T1,vT2, and
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T3) are the same datasets used to evaluate DDC-K-means (Section 5.1). The
last five datasets (T4, T5, T6, T7 and T8) are very well-known benchmarks to
evaluate density-based clustering algorithms. All the eight datasets are sum-
marised in Table 5.2. The number of points and clusters in each dataset is
also given. These eight datasets contain a set of shapes or patterns which are
not easy to extract with traditional techniques.

Table 5.2: The datasets used to test DDC-DBSCAN approach.

Type Data Description #Points #Clusters

Convex

T1 Big oval (egg shape) 14,000 5

T2
4 small circles

and 2 small circles linked
17,080 5

T3
2 small circles, 1 big circle

and 2 linked ovals
30,350 4

Non-Convex

with Noise

T4
Different shapes

including noise
8,000 6

T5

Different shapes, with

some clusters surrounded

by others

10,000 9

T6 Letters with noise 8,000 6

T7
Different shapes

including noise
321 6

T8 Different shapes with Noises 8,000 6

5.2.4.2 DDC-DBSCAN: Quality of Clustering

We run the four algorithms on the eight datasets in order to evaluate the qual-
ity of their final clusters. In the case of the DDC approach we took a system
that contains five nodes, therefore, the results shown are the aggregation of
the five local clustering. Figure 5.7 shows the returned clusters by each of the
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four algorithms for convex shapes of the clusters (T1, T2, and T3) and Figure
5.8 shows the clusters returned for non-convex shapes of the clusters with
noise (T4, T5, T6, T7, and T8). We use different colours to show the clusters
returned by each algorithm.

BIRCH CURE DDC-K-means DDC-DBSCAN

T1

T2

T3

Figure 5.7: Clusters generated from convex shape datasets (T1, T2, T3).

From the results shown in Figure 5.7, as expected, since BIRCH cannot
find all the clusters correctly, it splits the largest cluster while merging the
others. In contrast, CURE generates correctly the majority of the final clus-
ters but it still fails to discover all the clusters. Whereas both DDC-K-means
and DDC-DBSCAN algorithms successfully generate all the clusters with the
default parameter settings.
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BIRCH CURE DDC-K-means DDC-DBSCAN

T4

T5

T6

T7

T8

Figure 5.8: Clusters generated from non-convex shapes and noisy datasets.

Figure 5.8 shows the clusters generated from the datasets (T4, T5, T6, T7,
and T8). As expected, again BIRCH could not find correct clusters; it tends to
work better with convex shapes of the clusters. In addition, BIRCH does not
deal with noise. The results of CURE are worse and it is not able to extract
clusters with non-convex shapes. We can also see that CURE does not deal
with noise. DDC-K-means fails to find the correct final results. In fact, it
returns the whole original dataset as one final cluster for each dataset (T4, T5,
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T6, T7, and T8). This confirms that the DDC technique is sensitive to the type of
the algorithm chosen for the first phase. Because the second phase deals only
with the merging of the local clusters whether they are correct or not. This
issue is corrected by the DDC-DBSCAN, as it is well suited for non-convex
shapes of the clusters and also for eliminating the noise and outliers. In fact,
it generates good final clusters in datasets that have a significant amount of
noise.

As a final observation, these results prove that the DDC framework is very
efficient with regard to the accuracy of its results. The only issue is to choose
a good clustering algorithm for the first phase. This can be done by explor-
ing the initial datasets along with the question to be answered and choose a
clustering algorithm accordingly.

Moreover, as for the DDC-K-means, DDC-DBSCAN is dynamic (the correct
number of clusters is returned automatically) and efficient (the approach is
distributed and minimises the communications).

5.2.5 DDC-DBSCAN Computational Complexity

As mentioned in Section 5.2.2, the DBSCAN time complexity is O(n2) (while
including the distance matrix computation).

By replacing O(Γ(ni)) by O(n2
i ) in Equation ( 4.8) (Chapter 4, Section 4.5).

One can write:

TDDC−DBSCAN = O(n2
i ) +O(ci log ci) +O(wi log wi + p) ' O(n2

i ) (5.5)

We can also calculate the DDC-DBSCAN’s total complexity based on equa-
tion ( 4.9) in (Chapter 4, Section 4.5) as follow:

TDDC−DBSCAN = O(n2
i ) +O[

ni

ki
log

ni

ki
] +O[(ni

ki
β) log (

ni

ki
β) + p] ' O(n2

i )

(5.6)

We notice that the time complexity of the whole DDC approach while
using DBSCAN as local clustering algorithm is dominated by the time com-
plexity of the DBSCAN algorithm which is quadratic O(n2

i ). DDC-DBSCAN
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approach is slower compared to DDC-K-means. However, DDC-DBSCAN
works with different shapes (both convex and non-convex) of data including
noise, whereas DDC-K-means works only with data of a convex shape, and
without noise.

5.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we showed that our DDC approach is flexible and capable
of taking any local clustering algorithm, we proved that by taking two well-
known clustering algorithm K-means and DBSCAN. We also did a compara-
tive study between our approach and two well-known clustering algorithms,
BIRCH and CURE. The comparison was according to the quality of clustering
generated. We proved that both DDC-K-means and DDC-DBSCAN outper-
form the existing algorithms in terms of quality of clustering. We also com-
puted the time complexity of both DDC-K-means and DDC-DBSCAN. We
found that DDC-K-means has a better time complexity (linear) comparing to
DDC-DBSCAN (quadratic) but the latter deals with noise, whereas DDC-K-
means is very sensitive to noise and to non-convex shape of data.

As we can see in the next chapter, the DDC approach not only generates
accurate results but it also scales up well. We will study the approach in terms
of execution time in an actual distributed system and show the efficiency of
DDC approach.
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CHAPTER

SIX

IMPLEMENTATION & PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The main idea behind the DDC approach is to minimise the data exchange
while maximising the quality of the global clusters. The method used to aggre-
gate spatial local clusters into global clusters allows exchanging about 2% of
the original datasets [139], which is highly efficient. We have already showed
in the previous chapter (Chapter 5), that the DDC framework generates very
high-quality clustering and overcomes the shortcomings of the existing ap-
proaches. In this chapter, we study the performance of a such distributed
clustering approach in terms of execution time, the effect of the communica-
tions on the response time, the communication model used, scalability, and
finally its speed-up compared to the sequential version.

Usually, distributed systems have the advantage of adding more process-
ing nodes to them at a very low cost, however, often their nodes are het-
erogeneous, which means that they can have different processing power and
architecture. In the ideal situation, one should assign the load to nodes ac-
cording to their processing power, so that they can finish the computation
phase more or less at the same time (with minimum waiting time) before they
start the communication phase. However, the reality is completely different.
The data collected at each node can be of any size, which is independent of its
processing power. In a process where the computations are followed by com-
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munications, which is the case in the DDC approach, some nodes may finish
their computations (local clustering) much earlier than the others. If we want
to start the communications (exchange the local clusters representatives) once
all the nodes finished the computations, the nodes which have finished their
computations much earlier will have to wait until all other nodes have finished
their computations. This may end to be very expensive when the communica-
tions are carried out on high-performance networks. Therefore, we study two
types of communication models: synchronous and asynchronous communica-
tions. With synchronous communications, there is a clear separation between
the computation phase and communications phase. We do not start the com-
munications until all the computations are finished. While with asynchronous
communications, there is an overlap between the computation and communi-
cation phases. The nodes that have already finished their computations can
initiate the exchange of their local clusters representatives. In this study, we
focus more on:

• the type of communications used; synchronous and asynchronous com-
munications. As mentioned above, this will have more impact when the
communications are fast. For very slow communications the benefit of
overlapping between the computations and the communications will be
negligible, as we will see later in this chapter.

• the speed-up of the DDC approach using DBSCAN as the basic algo-
rithm for clustering local partitions. The DBSCAN algorithm is known
to have a high complexity (O(n2)).

• the scalability of the DDC approach as the number of nodes in the sys-
tem increases (using both K-means and DBSCAN as local clustering).

6.1 Evaluation Methodology

Our methodology is derived from our main research objective, which is how
to design and develop a data mining clustering framework for large scale
datasets (or Big Data). The main criteria are 1) distributed system platform
that consists of heterogeneous processing nodes, 2) software development
platform that can help implementing the framework, 3) network protocol and
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characteristics in order to evaluate the effect of communications on the overall
performance of the framework, and finally a very good benchmarks to vali-
date the experimental results.

For the hardware platform, we choose a cluster of heterogeneous machines
with different processing powers, different sizes of memory, and different
OSes. As we are interested in evaluating the performance of the DDC ap-
proach, we use an open source software development platform, called JADE
(Java Agent DEvelopment) to implement and test the DDC algorithm with
both K-means and DBSCAN. In the next chapter, we describe the DDC im-
plementation using Hadoop MapReduce to show that it is effectively working
on current processing platforms such cloud computing. We design the exper-
iments to evaluate the approach based on some criteria which are speed-up,
scalability, and response time of the algorithms with and without overlapping
between the computation phase and the communication phase.

Furthermore, we compared the DDC (K-means and DBSCAN) to some
existing and popular clustering algorithms. Note that these algorithms were
implemented using the same platform under the same conditions. This avoids
having some noisy overhead due to a specific development platform.

6.1.1 DDC Response Time - Case I

The goal here is to study the execution time of our DDC approach using
both K-means and DBSCAN and comparing them to BIRCH and CURE algo-
rithms, we compare the four algorithms and demonstrate the impact of using
a parallel and distributed architecture to deal with the limited capacity of a
centralised system. We used six datasets that are among those used to test the
quality of clustering in the previous chapter (Chapter 5).

As mentioned in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2, the execution time of the DB-
SCAN algorithm can be calculated in two ways. The first way is by including
the time required to generate the distance matrix calculation. The second way
is by supposing that the distance matrix has already been generated. The rea-
son for this is that the distance matrix is calculated only once. Note that our
approach (DDC-K-means and DDC-DBSCAN) in this case is executed on one
machine. The communications between the processes are done on the same
machine. Therefore, we do not include the network cost.
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Table 6.1: The execution times (ms) of BIRCH, CURE, DDC-K-means and

DDC-DBSCAN with (w) and without (w/o) distance matrix computation.

Execution Time (ms)

DDC-DBSCAN
SIZE BIRCH CURE DDC-K-Means

W W/O

T1 14,000 328 145,672 290 1,049 632

T2 17,080 312 405,495 337 1,283 814

T3 30,350 347 1,228,063 501 1,903 1,220

T4 8,000 249 72,098 250 642 346

T5 10,000 250 141,864 270 836 470

T6 8,000 218 92,440 234 602 374

Table 6.1 illustrates the execution times of the four techniques on different
datasets. Note that the execution times do not include the time for post-
processing since these are the same for the four algorithms.

As mentioned in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.2, Table 6.1 confirmed the fact
that the distance matrix calculation in DBSCAN is very significant. Moreover,
DDC-DBSCAN’s execution time is much lower than CURE’s execution times
across the six datasets. Table 6.1 shows also that the DDC-K-means is very
quick which is in line with its linear computational complexity. BIRCH is also
very fast, however, the quality of its results are not good, it failed in finding
the correct clusters across all the six datasets (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2).

The DDC-DBSCAN is a bit slower that DDC-K-Means, but it returns high-
quality results for all the tested benchmarks, much better that DDC-K-means,
which has reasonably good results for convex cluster shapes and very bad
results for non-convex cluster shapes (see quality of clustering in Chapter 5,
Section 5.2). The overall results confirm that the DDC-DBSCAN clustering
technique compares favourably to all the tested algorithms for the combined
performance measures (quality of the results and response time or time com-
plexity).
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6.1.2 DDC Response Time - Case II

In this section, we study the performance of the DDC approach in an ac-
tual distributed system across connected machines through a network and
taking into account the network charges. The proposed approach is more de-
veloped for distributed systems than pure parallel systems. Therefore, it is
worth analysing the benefits of using synchronous or asynchronous process-
ing mechanism, as distributed systems are asynchronous and the blocking
operations have a strong impact in communication time [159].

Figure 6.1: Synchronous communications.

In the synchronous model, as illustrated in Figure 6.1, although machines
M3 and M4 have finished their computations before M1 and M2, they can not
send their results until M1 and M2 finish as well. In this model, not only the
computations and communications are not overlapped but also the machines
which finished early wasted some time waiting for the others to finish [159].
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Figure 6.2: Asynchronous communications.

In the asynchronous model, the machines which finished early can ad-
vance to the next step. The machines manage their communications and the
first and second phases overlap. This model is much more suitable for dis-
tributed computing, where the nodes are heterogeneous and the communica-
tions are usually slow. As it can be seen in the example given in Figure 6.2,
M3 and M4 start merging their results before M1 and M2 finish their compu-
tations.

6.1.3 DDC Speed-up

The DDC speed-up is calculated against the sequential version of the ap-
proach. The sequential version consists of clustering all the data on one ma-
chine. Therefore, it requires neither reduction nor aggregation. Let T1 be the
execution time of the sequential version and Tp the execution time of the DDC
on p nodes. The speed-up α is given by

α =
T1

Tp
(6.1)

Note that if the complexity of the clustering algorithm is polynomial then
the optimal speed-up that can be reached is p, under the condition that there
is no overhead due to communications and extra work. If the complexity of
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Figure 6.3: Speed-up.

the clustering algorithm is O(n2) then the optimal speed-up can be p2; this is
called super speed-up (see Figure 6.3). In the following section, we will evaluate
the speed-up in the case of DBSCAN.

6.1.4 DDC Scalability

There are two types of scalability experiments scalability accounting to the
data, where we look at how are the execution times affected by the increase in
the size of the dataset, and scalability according to the number of nodes in the
system, where we look at how are the execution times affected by the increase
in the number of nodes in the system using a fixed size dataset. The first one
can be predicted by the complexity of the algorithm. So, we are interested
in looking at the scalability of the DDC approach as the number of nodes in
the system increases, which will give us an idea what is the optimum number
of nodes we need for a specific size of a dataset so that the response time is
minimum. For that we studied two cases. In the first case, we studied the scal-
ability of the DDC approach on one machine (without network charges). For
this case we took both K-means and DBSCAN as a local clustering. Due to the
computational complexity of the DBSCAN algorithm and the need for upload-
ing the whole dataset into the local memory, we use a maximum dataset size
of 50, 000 data points to test the scalability of DDC-DBSCAN in one machine
while increasing the number of processes. Whereas for DDC-K-means due to
its linear complexity, we took a bigger dataset (1, 000, 000 data points) to test
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its scalability while the number of processes increases. In the second case, we
study the scalability of the DDC approach in an actual distributed system (in-
cluding the network charges). We look at how does the execution time reacts
to the increase of the number of nodes in the system. In this case we took the
DBSCAN algorithm as a local clustering algorithm and we used two datasets
with different sizes. The goal in this study is to find the optimum number
of nodes needed for a particular size of dataset. In order to balance the data
distribution while studying the scalability of the DDC approach for both cases
mentioned above, we divided the data randomly and we distributed it equally
among nodes in the system.

6.2 Experimental Results

We have implemented our approach in a distributed computing system. The
distributed computing system consists of heterogeneous desktops (different
CPUs, OSes, memory sizes, loads, etc.). We use JADE as a development plat-
form to implement the approach. JADE is based on a Peer to Peer (P2P)
communication architecture. We have chosen this framework for its perfor-
mances:

• Heterogeneity: A JADE-based system can be distributed across ma-
chines (which does not even need to share the same OS) [160].

• Scalability: JADE scales linearly, and it is a good candidate for develop-
ing heavy-load distributed applications [160].

• User friendly: Jade configuration can be controlled via a remote GUI,
which makes it easy to use [161].

• Dynamic: The Jade configuration can be even changed at run-time by
moving agents from one machine to another, as and when required
[161].

• Minimum requirement: JADE is completely implemented in Java lan-
guage and the minimum system requirement is the version 5 of JAVA
(the run time environment or the JDK) [161].
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The system nodes (desktops) are connected to local area networks. This
allows us to add as many nodes as required, depending on the experiment.
Table 6.2 lists types of machines used to perform the experiments. The main
goal here is to demonstrate the performance of the DDC in a heterogeneous
distributed computing environment.

Table 6.2: The characteristics of the used machines.

Machine’s name Operating System Processor Memory

Dell-XPS L421X
Ubuntu

(V.14.04 LTS)

1.8GHz*4

Intel Core i5
8 GB

Dell-Inspiron-3721
Ubuntu

(V.14.04 LTS)

2.00GHz*4

Intel Core i5
4 GB

Dell-Inspiron-3521
Ubuntu

(V.16.04 LTS)

1.8 GHz*4

Intel Core i5
6 GB

iMac-Early 2010
Linux Mint

(V.17.1 Rebecca)
3.06GHz*2 4 GB

Dell-Inspiron-5559
Ubuntu

(V.16.04 LTS)

2.30GHz*4

Intel Core i5
8 GB

Dell-Inspiron-5559
Ubuntu

(V.16.04 LTS)

2.30GHz*4

Intel Core i5
8 GB

iMac-Early 2009
OS X El Capitan

(V.10.11.6)

2.93 *2 GHz

Intel Core Due
8 GB

MacBook Air
OS X El Capitan

(V.10.11.3)

1.6 *2 GHz

Intel Core i5
8 GB

The DDC approach is tested using various partitions of different sizes.
Various scenarios were created based on the goals of the experiments. These
scenarios mainly differ on the way the datasets are divided among the pro-
cessing nodes of the distributed platform. For each scenario, we recorded the
execution time for the local clustering (Step 1), the merging step including
contour calculations, aggregation time and idle time (Step 2). Finally, we cap-
ture also the total execution time that the approach takes to finish all the steps.
in the following we describe the different scenarios considered.
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6.2.1 Experiment I

In this scenario we give each machine a random chunk of the dataset. The size
of the partition that was generated for each machine is in the range between
500 points and 10, 000 points. As the dataset is relatively small we chose eight
machines for the computing platform.

Table 6.3 shows the execution time taken by each machine to run the al-
gorithm (Step 1 and Step 2) using synchronous and asynchronous communi-
cations respectively, it also shows the overall time taken to finish all the steps.
Note that in case of synchronous communication, the merging is done under
a binary tree.

From Table 6.3, we can see that the time taken by each machine to ac-
complish the first step of the algorithm is the same for both synchronous and
asynchronous, whereas the time of the second step is different. We can also
notice that each machine returns a different execution time of the whole algo-
rithm. This is because the machines have different capacities (see Table 6.2).

The total execution time of the algorithm while using asynchronous com-
munication is smaller compared to when using synchronous communication.
This is because in synchronous communications, machines have more waiting
time (up to 60% waiting time).

6.2.2 Experiment II

In this scenario we allocate the whole dataset size to one machine and the
remaining machines were allocated one eight of the dataset each. This scenario
is chosen to show the worst case of waiting time.

Table 6.4 shows the execution time taken by each machine to execute
the DDC technique (Step 1 and Step 2) using synchronous and asynchronous
communications respectively. It also shows the overall time taken to finish all
the steps. Note that in case of synchronous communication, the merging is
done under a binary tree.

From Table 6.4, we can notice that the difference between the execution
times of the synchronous and asynchronous DDC is still significant. Because
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Table 6.3: Time (ms) taken by eight machines to run scenario I using syn-

chronous and asynchronous communications.

Synchronous Asynchronous

Machine DS Size Step 1 Step 2 Time Step 1 Step 2 Time

M1 10,000 21,270 1,104 22,374 21,270 554 21,824

M2 2,500 1,060 20,862 21,922 1,060 2,515 3,575

M3 3,275 5,093 16,930 22,023 5,093 2,017 7,110

M4 5,000 4,592 17,644 22,236 4,591 2,620 7,211

M5 1,666 227 21,642 21,869 227 391 618

M6 2,000 292 21,736 22,028 292 416 708

M7 5,000 7,520 14,665 22,185 7,515 13,949 21,464

M8 1,500 200 21,842 22,042 195 4,605 4,800

Total Exec-Time 22,374 Total Exec-Time 21,824

with synchronous communications the machines need to wait for the last ma-
chine to finish its first step before they all start merging their results (step
2), whereas for the asynchronous model, the seven machines do the merging
(step 2) while the last machine finishes its clustering (step 1). Note that the
machine M3 spends the longest processing time (20,100 ms) to finish step 2
using asynchronous communication, the reason is that the machine M3 is the
slowest among the machines of the system. Moreover, in this case, M3 has to
wait for the machine M1 to finish its first step in order to do the merging.

6.2.3 Experiment III

In this scenario we allocate to seven machines the whole dataset and the last
machine was allocated one eight of the dataset. This scenario is chosen to
show the effect of the complexity of the local clustering on the machines and
on the waiting time of some powerful machines.

Table 6.5 shows the execution time taken by each machine to run the
algorithm (Step 1 and Step 2) using synchronous and asynchronous commu-
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Table 6.4: Time (ms) taken by eight machines to run scenario II using syn-

chronous and asynchronous communications.

Synchronous Asynchronous

Machine DS Size Step 1 Step 2 Time Step 1 Step 2 Time

M1 10,000 21,270 973 22,243 21,270 595 21,865

M2 1,250 215 21,775 21,990 215 518 733

M3 1,250 640 21,383 22,023 640 20,100 20,740

M4 1,250 304 21,730 22,034 304 497 801

M5 1,250 161 22,034 22,195 161 394 555

M6 1,250 171 21,856 22,027 170 286 456

M7 1,250 245 21,918 22,163 245 509 754

M8 1,250 185 21,854 22,039 185 858 1,043

Total Exec-Time 22,243 Total Exec-Time 21,865

nications respectively. It also shows the overall time taken to finish all the
steps. Note that in case of synchronous communication, the merging is done
under a binary tree.

This scenario is the opposite of the previous one. Unlike the previous
scenarios, Table 6.5 shows that the difference between the execution times
of synchronous and asynchronous versions of the DDC is smaller. This is
because in both cases the machines spend more time finishing the first step.
Therefore, the waiting time is less for the synchronous over the asynchronous
model. We can also notice that M3 has the biggest time for step2 this is due to
the waiting time, as M3 needs to wait for the machine M1 to finish its step1,
then M1 merges its results with M3.

6.2.4 Experiment IV

In this scenario we took into account the machines’ capabilities and we divide
the datasets according to their capacities. Therefore the workload is evenly
distributed among them and we expect them to finish the first phase more or
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Table 6.5: Time (ms) taken by eight machines to run scenario III using syn-

chronous and asynchronous communications.

Synchronous Asynchronous

Machine DS Size Step 1 Step 2 Time Step 1 Step 2 Time

M1 10,000 21,270 35,978 57,248 21,270 905 22,175

M2 10,000 21,590 34,869 56,459 21,590 11,513 33,103

M3 10,000 53,005 3,008 56,013 53,005 3,292 56,297

M4 10,000 32,424 24,691 57,115 32,424 6,996 39,420

M5 10,000 17,364 38,493 55,857 17,364 4,612 21,976

M6 10,000 15,841 41,237 57,078 15,841 2,066 17,907

M7 10,000 38,732 18,483 57,215 38,727 18,459 57,186

M8 1,250 185 56,915 57,100 184 16,077 16,261

Total Exec-Time 57,248 Total Exec-Time 57,186

less at the same time. This allows to reduce the waiting time of the machines
and follow immediately with the second phase. The total execution times of
synchronous and asynchronous versions should be similar. This case favours
more the synchronous implementation of the approach.

As predicted, Table 6.6 shows that there is no significant difference be-
tween the two execution times. Note that the little difference in favour of the
synchronous version is due to the fact that in the asynchronous model the
machines still need to execute the algorithm that checks which one finished
first and receive the contours for merging.

6.2.5 Effective Speed-up

The goal here is to compare our parallel clustering to the sequential algo-
rithm and show the DDC speed-up over the sequential version of clustering,
as mentioned in Equation 6.1.

The best scenario of executing the sequential version of DBSCAN on the
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Table 6.6: Time (ms) taken by eight machines to run scenario IV using syn-

chronous and asynchronous communications.

Synchronous Asynchronous

Machine DS Size Step 1 Step 2 Time Step 1 Step 2 Time

M1 1500 256 1,505 1,761 256 1159 1,415

M2 1,660 260 598 858 260 1,512 1,772

M3 500 252 1,061 1,313 252 626 878

M4 1,000 253 621 874 253 608 861

M5 1,500 255 1,492 1,747 255 600 855

M6 1400 260 605 865 260 514 774

M7 1,000 259 1,030 1,289 259 939 1,198

M8 1,500 250 603 853 250 1,500 1,750

Total Exec Time 1,761 Total Exec Time 1,772

fastest machine in the system is equal to T1 = 15841 ms. Clustering a partition
of the same dataset on the same machine will take Td

1 = 258 ms. The execution
time of the DDC on the same datasets on eight heterogeneous machines with
load-balancing is Tp = 1761 ms (see Table 6.6). Therefore, from the Equation
6.1, we can deduce a speed-up of 9, which is still a super-linear speed-up. In
the next section we will show how many processing nodes are required to
cluster a dataset of size N.

6.2.6 Scalability Experiments

In this section we study the scalability of the DDC approach by taking two
cases. In the first case, we study the scalability of the approach in one ma-
chine without including the network charge and in the second case, we study
the scalability of the approach in an actual distributed system including the
network charges. The two cases are detailed below.
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6.2.6.1 Scalability - Case I

The goal here is to determine the effects of the number of nodes in the system
on the execution times of the DDC approach. The system here is running
in one machine without network charges. We use two datasets D1 contains
50, 000 data points used to test DDC-DBSCAN and D2 contains 1, 000, 000
data points used to test DDC-K-means. Figure 6.5 shows the execution time
against the number of nodes (xaxis is in log2) in the system for DDC-DBSCAN
and Figure 6.4 shows the execution time against the number of nodes (xaxis
is in log2) in the system for DDC-K-means.

Figure 6.4: DDC-K-means scalability without network charges.

As one can see, DDC-Kmeans took only few seconds to cluster 1, 000, 000
points in a distributed system that contains up to 100 nodes. We can see that
DDC-DBSCAN took also few seconds (including the matrix computation’s
time for DDC-DBSCAN) to cluster 50, 000 data points in a distributed system
that contains up to 100 nodes. The algorithm took even less time when we
exclude the matrix computation’s time. Thus, the algorithm with both K-
means and DBSCAN algorithms can comfortably handle high-dimensional
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data because of its low complexity. Finally, we can notice that DDC-K-means
handles larger data comparing to DDC-DBSCAN using one machine this is
due to the high computational complexity of the DBSCAN algorithm.

Figure 6.5: DDC-DBSCAN scalability without network charges.

6.2.6.2 Scalability - Case II

The goal here is to show that the DDC technique scales well even when includ-
ing the network charges, and also we can dynamically determine the optimal
number of processing nodes required to cluster a dataset of size N. We con-
sider two datasets: the first dataset D1 contains 10, 000 data points and the
second one D2 contains 30, 000 data points. Figure 6.6 shows the execution
time (yaxis is in log2) against the number of machines in the system using
the first dataset D1 and Figure 6.7 shows the execution time (yaxis is in log2)
against the number of machines in the system using the second dataset D2.

As one can see from both Figures 6.6 and 6.7, the execution time of the
first phase (clustering and contour) keeps decreasing as the number of ma-
chines in the distributed system increases. However, the time of the second
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Figure 6.6: DDC-DBSCAN scalability using D1 including network charges.

phase (merging) keeps increasing gradually with the number of machines in
the distributed system. This is because the amount of communications (net-
work charges) in the second phase increases when the number of machines
increases.

In addition, the total execution time of the algorithm (which is the sum of
the two times, phase one and two) keeps decreasing as the number of process-
ing nodes increases until it reaches a certain level where the total execution
time starts to increase (at 8 machines for dataset D1 and at 16 machines for
dataset D2). The optimal number of processing nodes required to execute
DDC is returned when the overhead of the approach exceeds the execution
time of the local clustering. This is a very interesting characteristic, as one can
determine the number of machines that can be allocated in advance.
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Figure 6.7: DDC-DBSCAN scalability using D2 including network charges.

6.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, we studied the performance of the DDC approach in terms of
execution time in a real distributed system by taking into account the network
charges. The DDC approach can work with existing data mining algorithms.
The approach exploits the processing power of the distributed platform by
maximising the parallelism and minimising the communications and mainly
the size of the data that is exchanged between the nodes in the system. It
is implemented using both synchronous and asynchronous communications,
and the results were significantly in favour of the asynchronous model. The
approach has an efficient data reduction phase which reduces significantly the
size of the data exchanged. Therefore, it deals with the problem of commu-
nication overhead. The DDC approach has a super-linear speed-up when the
complexity of the local clustering has an NP complexity. We also can deter-
mine the optimal number of processing nodes in advance. In the next chapter,
we are going to prove that our approach can easily be implemented using the
MapReduce mechanism, that will allow the approach to be more scalable and
reach a higher speed-up.
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CHAPTER

SEVEN

DDC WITH MAP-REDUCE

In this chapter, we discuss the implementation of the DDC approach using
MapReduce programming paradigm. The objective of this study is to show
that the distributed dynamic clustering is flexible to run in different paral-
lel distributed environments. We have already validated its performance and
results using the JADE distributed framework on medium sized datasets run-
ning on a cluster of computers. MapReduce is a model that has been devel-
oped to deal with very large distributed datasets running on very large dis-
tributed systems such as cloud computing infrastructure. Implementing our
approach using this paradigm will allow us to show the DDC behaviour and
capabilities in dealing with very large datasets and run in reasonably reduced
execution time without losing in the quality of the final results.

7.1 Introduction

Apache Hadoop was introduced and became the most popular parallel and
distributed processing model for Big Data. MapReduce is the heart of Apache
Hadoop. It is the programming paradigm that allows for massive scalability
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across hundreds or thousands of servers in a Hadoop cluster. It is a program-
ming framework that is capable of processing large-scale datasets by exploit-
ing the parallelism among clusters of computing nodes. MapReduce gained
popularity for its simplicity, flexibility, fault tolerance and scalability soon af-
ter its birth. Many data mining algorithms were implemented on Hadoop
MapReduce to improve and accelerate their performance. Moreover, many
researchers have started proposing solutions based on MapReduce paradigm
and cloud computing service models [162–164]. Clustering is one of the data
mining techniques that has adopted MapReduce, thus, many researchers use
MapReduce for Big Data clustering [118, 121, 165–168], these usually are im-
plementations of existing clustering algorithms for a given application using
Hadoop MapReduce.

7.2 MapReduce and Hadoop Framework

Hadoop is an open-source framework designed for distributed processing of
large datasets across a large and dynamic network of computers. This frame-
work can process data in keeping with high volume, velocity and variety. This
framework transforms commodity computing hardware into a service that
stores data and allows distributed computation. It also facilitates the devel-
opment of distributed applications. Hadoop handles hardware failures at the
application layer. The main features of Hadoop are:

1. Scalability: a program that runs on a single machine can also run on
1000 machines. If more power is needed, we just add more machines.

2. Fault tolerance: a key advantage of using Hadoop is its fault tolerance.
When data is sent to an individual node, the same data is also replicated
to other nodes in the cluster, which means that in the event of failure,
there is another copy available for use.

3. Fast: Hadoop’s unique storage method is based on a distributed file
system that basically ’maps’ data wherever it is located in a cluster. The
tools for data processing are often on the same servers where the data
is located, resulting in much faster data processing. In case of dealing
with large volumes of unstructured data, Hadoop is able to efficiently
process terabytes of data in just minutes, and petabytes in few hours.
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4. Simplicity: Hadoop provides a lot of simple API’s and is very powerful.
It can deal with huge data (Petabytes).

Hadoop is composed of two main components: MapReduce and HDFS.
The first one is the processing part and the second is the data part. Several
machines with Hadoop create a cluster. A cluster can be composed of hun-
dreds or thousands of machines. Instead of processing data in a sequential
way, Hadoop splits files into blocks that can be processed simultaneously.

7.2.1 Hadoop Distributed File System

HDFS (Hadoop Distributed File System) is a file system that runs on top of
the existing file system of each node. This file system works best with large
files and uses the concept of "blocks" to store a file. These blocks are of a fixed
size (64MB by default). The concept of blocks has several advantages. The
fixed size makes it easier to compute how many blocks can be included on
a disk. Blocks allow us to store files bigger than what can be stored on one
particular node. Blocks are also replicated on multiple nodes to ensure access
to our data. There are two particular HDFS nodes: NameNode and DataNode.
There is only one NameNode by cluster, it is responsible for the metadata of
the files and for the file-system namespace. It should be the most powerful
node of the cluster and it should have as much RAM as possible because it
keeps the entire file-system metadata in memory. If the NameNode is lost,
all the data of the cluster are also lost. In order to prevent this, a replication
of the NameNode, called "StandByNameNode", can be defined. In a cluster
there are a lot of nodes called "DataNodes". These nodes store blocks of data
and when the client wants to retrieve some information, it has to question the
NameNode to know which DataNode stores the data. Periodically, DataNodes
send information about blocks that they store. DataNodes are the lowest layer
of the cluster. When a new file arrives in the system, a "create request" is sent
to the NameNode. It chooses the DataNode where the blocks will be written
and replicates the data on other nodes (see Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1: HDFS architecture.

7.2.2 MapReduce Paradigm

MapReduce is a programming paradigm for data intensive applications, it is a
framework for easily developing applications which process large amounts of
data (multi-terabyte datasets) in parallel on large clusters (thousands of nodes)
of commodity hardware in a reliable, fault-tolerant manner. A MapReduce
program is composed of two basics components: Map task and Reduce task.
A MapReduce program takes its inputs in a form of (Key, Value) pairs, which
are processed by the map tasks in a completely parallel manner [169].

As it is shown in Figure 7.2, a job in MapReduce contains three phases:
Map, Shuffle and Reduce. In most cases, the user only needs to write the map
function and the reduce function. The map phase, for each input pair (k1, v1),
the map function generates one or more output pairs list (k2, v2). In shuffle
phase, the output pairs are partitioned and then transferred to reducers. In
reduce phase, pairs with the same key are grouped together as (k2, list(v2)).
In reduce phase, reduce function generates the final output pairs list(k3, v3)
for each group. The MapReduce process can be summarised in the following.

The input and the output of job are stored in the HDFS. The framework
takes care of scheduling tasks, monitoring them and re-executes the failed
tasks. Typically the compute nodes and the storage nodes are the same, that
is, the MapReduce framework and the HDFS are running on the same set of
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nodes. This configuration allows the framework to effectively schedule tasks
on the nodes where data is already present, resulting in very high aggregate
bandwidth across the cluster [169] (see Figure 7.2).

Figure 7.2: MapReduce model.

The MapReduce framework consists of a single master JobTracker and
multiple slaves TaskTrackers. Each node connected to the network has the
right to behave as a slave TaskTracker. The master receives jobs from the client
and schedules the map and reduce tasks on a taskTracker, monitoring them
and re-executing the failed tasks. The slaves execute the tasks as directed by
the master (see Figure 7.3).
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Figure 7.3: Hadoop framework.

7.3 DDC Approach Using MapReduce (DDC-MR)

As we have already explained in Chapter 4. The DDC approach consists
of two main phases, i) The local model, where we generate local clustering,
followed by extracting the contours from these local clustering and ii) the
global model, where we merge the overlapping local contours to generate
global results. DDC-MR also has two phases, i) the mapping phase and (ii)
the reducing phase. The mappers perform the clustering algorithm (we chose
it to be DBSCAN algorithm), afterwards, they apply the contour algorithm
to extract representative points from the local clustering. The second phase
consists of multiple reducers to perform the merging between the contours of
the local clustering previously generated in the mapping phase. Both mapping
and reducing phases are done in parallel. In another word, the mappers will
compute all the clusters at the same time at the first level. After generating the
local clusters, the mappers will compute the contours, which is also done in
parallel between all the mappers. The reducers do the merging phase which
is also done in a parallel way.

The DDC-MR processes data in a distributed way, the HDFS will allo-
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cate data randomly to different nodes (different processors). Unlike the JADE
framework used in the previous chapter (Chapter 6), in DDC-MR we do not
have to divide the data manually, the distributed feature of the algorithm is
managed by the Hadoop system itself and our approach has nothing to do
with data distribution.

The mappers are completely independent of the reducers because the in-
put of the reducers are contours of the local clusters (results of mappers).
Therefore, that gives us even the freedom to apply different clustering algo-
rithms without impacting the reduce phase.

7.3.1 Mapping Phase

The initial step of the mapper is to acquire the dataset that is allocated to its
processing node by interrogating the file system. This is processed and stored
in the HDFS files. The format of the data is standardised by the function
ReadHDFSFile and the function StandardiseData. The function ReadHDFS-
File() requires the specification of the pattern of the file. This information is
provided by the ’line id’ and the function StandardiseData normalises
the data.

The main step of the mapper is the execution of the clustering algorithm.
Each mapper runs a DBSCAN algorithm with its specific parameters (Eps,
MinPts). After generating the local clusters, each node performs the contour
algorithm on its local clusters. The mapper allocates the keys to the generated
contours. The key is chosen to be the same for all the mappers (key = 2) to
simplify the reducing phase. The last step of the mapping phase is to write
the result into the HDFS file to be read by the reducer in the next phase. The
contours are written in a standardised format, every line represents a contour
and has two columns: The first is the contour’s key and the second is for the
coordinates of the points. The pseudo-code for the mapping phase is given in
Algorithm 7.1.
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Algorithm 7.1: Mapping function.
Input : Xi:List<lineNo, Point>, Epsi:R, MinPtsi:N

Output: List<key, List<Contour>>

1 <key, List<Contour>>

2 Li ← DBSCAN(Xi, Epsi, MinPtsi); // Local clusters generated

by Nodei

3 Ci ← [ ];

// For each cluster

4 foreach Lk
i ∈ Li do

5 ck ← ComputeContour(Lk
i );

6 Append(Ci, ck) // add contour to the list

7 return <key, Ci >;

7.3.2 Reducing Phase

The input of the reduce phase is the standardised output from the mapper
phase, which consists of pairs of (key, contour) of the local clusters. The main
step of the reducer is the choice of the merging strategy. We set the key to be
the same for all the mappers in the mapping phase. Therefore, each contour of
each node is compared to all the contours of all others nodes. If two contours
overlap, then they will be merged to generate a new contour. The reducer is
responsible for merging the overlapping contours and aims to build iteratively
bigger clusters until it reaches the final result.

We consider that a contour cj overlaps with another contour ck if and only
if the polytope (P(cj)) that is obtained from the points making cj intersects
the polytope (P(ck)) that is obtained from the points making ck. A polytope
is a polygon in N-dimensional space.

The merging of two contours cj and ck yields another contour cjk which is
the union of the two polytopes forming cj and ck.

The reducing phase is done in a parallel and distributed manner. It is
implemented using a tree structure. At each level of the hierarchy half of the
nodes will send their contours to their neighbours. They run the merging
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algorithm on clusters and so on. Hadoop takes care of the communications
management and control. The algorithm of the reducing phase is given in
Algorithm 7.2.

Algorithm 7.2: Reducing function.
Input : C:List<key, List<Contour>>

Output: <key, List<Contour>>

1 Cres ← [ ];

2 foreach <key, Ci >∈ C do

3 foreach cj ∈ Ci do

4 merged← False;

5 foreach ck ∈ Cres do

6 if Overlap(cj, ck) then

7 cjk ← Merge(ck, cj);

8 Remove(Cres, ck); // remove contour from the

list

9 Append(Cres, cjk); // add contour to the list

10 merged← True;

11 if not(merged) then

12 Append(Cres, cj); // add contour to the list

13 return <key, Cres >;

Note that for the rest of this chapter we call the approach DDC-DBSCAN-
MR because all the experiments we did here were using DBSCAN as a local
clustering algorithm.

7.3.3 DDC-DBSCAN-MR: Example of Execution

In this section, we give an example of execution to show how does the ap-
proach work. Figure 7.4 shows the mapping and the reducing phases with
two mappers (2 nodes), each node runs a DBSCAN algorithm with its local
parameters Eps = 15.5 and MinPts = 20. Note that the local parameters do
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not have to be exact values because the accuracy of the local results is not
importent at the local level, all we care about is the quality of the final results.
Once the local clusters are generated this will be followed by the execution of
the contour algorithm. In this case, we use the α shape algorithm to gener-
ate the clusters’ boundaries. Figure 7.4 shows also the reduce phase, which
takes the results of mapping as input, and merges the overlapping contours
to generate larger clusters.

Figure 7.4: The Mapping and reducing phases (with 2 nodes).

We also take another example of execution with five mappers (5 Nodes)
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to see how do the results are affected with the increase of the number of
mappers. Figures 7.5 shows that increasing the number of mappers does not
affect the quality of the final clustering.

Figure 7.5: The reducing phase (5 nodes).

As can be seen from Figures 7.4 and 7.5, the DDC-DBSCAN-MR approach
returned exactly the correct number of clusters and their shapes. The ap-
proach is insensitive to the way the original data was distributed among the
nodes. It is also insensitive to noise and outliers. As we can see, although each
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node executed DBSCAN locally with different parameters, the global clusters
were generated dynamically even when performed on the noisy datasets.

7.3.4 DDC-DBSCAN-MR: Quality of Clustering

In this section, we test the DDC-DBSCAN-MR approach across all the datasets
detailed in (Chapter 5, Section 5.1 and 5.2), to show that the approach
we implemented using MapReduce model still gives accurate results across
different range of datasets with different shapes (convex and non-convex) and
sizes.

Original Data DDC-DBSCAN-MR

Convex Shape

Original Data DDC-DBSCAN-MR

Non-Convex Shape

Figure 7.6: Clusters generated by DDC-DBSCAN-MR for convex/non-convex

datasets

As one can see from Figure 7.6, DDC-DBSCAN-MR succeeded to generate
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accurate results across all the eight (i.e., both convex and non-convex, with
and without noises). That proves that implementing DDC using MapReduce
and testing in an actual Hadoop system does not affect the quality of clusters
generated. In fact, it worked very well with a different range of datasets. In
fact the approach reached a 100% accuracy.

7.3.5 DDC-DBSCAN-MR: Experimental Results

We have implemented our DDC approach using MapReduce programming
paradigm and we tested it in an actual Hadoop system that consists of a cluster
of machines.

We conducted all the experiments on a 21-nodes cluster (i.e., 1 master and
20 slaves). Each of the nodes runs Ubuntu 14.04 and is equipped with 8 GB
of RAM and 4 CPU cores 2.70 GHz Intel Core i5-6400. All nodes are hosted
in a single rack and interconnected with a gigabit Ethernet switch. One of the
nodes is configured as both JobTracker and NameNode. The other nodes are
configured as computing nodes. For MapReduce platform, we use Hadoop
2.7.2. Both map and reduce slots of each slave node are set to 4 in accordance
with the number of cores. Therefore, at most 80 map tasks along with 80
reduce tasks can run concurrently in our cluster. The block size of HDFS is
256MB and each block is replicated 3 times for fault-tolerance.

We also conducted the same experiments on a single-node (Hadoop 2.7.2).
For that, we used a single node which runs Ubuntu 16.04 and equipped with
8 GB of RAM and 4 CPU cores 2.30 GHz Intel Core i5-6200. We start by
discussing the results that were obtained on a single node.

7.3.5.1 DDC-DBSCAN-MR On a Single-Node

The goal here is to study the scalability of the DDC-DBSCAN-MR algorithm in
a single-node Hadoop system. We cluster one million points in a system that
contains up to 100 mappers. Figure 7.7 shows the obtained results. In another
experiment, we run DDC on a single-node system using smaller datasets to
see how does the DDC-DBSCAN-MR react to such datasets. Figure 7.8 reports
the results of the experiment.
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Figure 7.7: DDC-DBSCAN-MR scalability on a single-node using large

dataset.

As we can see from Figure 7.7, the execution time of the DDC algorithm
keeps decreasing between 10 and 50 mappers, after that it becomes steady
and it starts increasing around 70 mappers. The reason is that the algorithm
is running on a single machine with 4 cores. Therefore, the mappers are not
running in a purely parallel system. In addition, after 60 mappers we do not
gain much from DBSCAN execution time while dividing the data, whereas the
time that Hadoop spends to read and write the results in the HDFS files keep
increasing. As a result, the overall execution time of the algorithm increases.
We can also notice that the gain in terms of speed up using 20 mappers is just
3 time over 10 mappers because the computations are done in one machine
and they are not purely parallel because we have only 4 cores in one single
node.
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Figure 7.8: DDC-DBSCAN-MR scalability on a single-node using small

datasets.

Figure 7.8 shows that the execution time for our algorithm decreases from 1
to 2 mappers for dataset T1, after that the execution time starts increasing from
2 to 4 mappers and it continues to increase linearly, the same for dataset T2 and
T3. In fact, for T3, the execution time starts increasing since the beginning. The
reason for that is because these three datasets are relatively small. Therefore,
the gain we get in terms of DBSCAN’s execution time while dividing the data
is smaller than the time that Hadoop spends on merging, communicating and
reading/writing the results in the file system.

7.3.5.2 DDC-DBSCAN-MR On a Multi-Node

The goal here is to study the scalability of the DDC-DBSCAN-MR algorithm
in an actual Hadoop system with a multi-nodes. We did two experiments, we
try first to cluster 1 million points while varying the number of mappers in
the system. Figure 7.9 shows the results we found. Afterwards, we run the
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algorithm this time on smaller datasets, T1, T2, and T3, their sizes are, 30, 000,
20, 000 and 10, 000 points respectively. Figure 7.10 shows the results we found.

Figure 7.9: DDC-DBSCAN-MR scalability on a multi-node using large dataset.

As we can see from Figure 7.9, DDC-DBSCAN-MR’s execution time keeps
decreasing with the number of mappers. In fact the time decreases dramati-
cally between 10 and 20 mappers as the gain in time for DBSCAN algorithm
while dividing the data is huge. After 20 mappers the time continues to de-
crease gradually until it reaches 80 mappers. the reason for that is as men-
tioned above, we have 20 machines in the system and each machine has 4
cores, therefore, 80 mappers can run concurrently in parallel, after that, the
execution is not purely parallel anymore. As a result, the execution time starts
to increase after 80 mappers. Note that the execution time generated in Figure
7.9 are normalised using log2. In this case, the gain in terms of speed up while
using 80 mappers reaches a super speed up of approximately 11 times faster
over 10 mappers.
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Figure 7.10: DDC-DBSCAN-MR scalability on a multi-node using small

datasets.

As one can see from Figure 7.10, DDC-DBSCAN-MR’s execution time for
T1 decreases considerably from 1 to 2 mappers and it continues decreasing
up to 10 mappers and it starts increasing. the reason is that, between 1 and
10 mappers the gain on execution time for DBSCAN while dividing the data
is bigger that the time that Hadoop spends on running the system (data par-
titioning, duplication, reading and writing the results from the file system.
Etc.) and also merging the results. while after 10 mappers, the dataset be-
comes small and dividing it will not bring much gain in term of execution
time for DBSCAN algorithm, while the time that Hadoop spends to commu-
nicate the results keep increasing, as a result the overall time of the approach
increases after 10 mappers. We can notice the same for T2 which contains
20, 000 points, the execution time decreases from 1 to 2 mappers but after that
the evolution in time is not stable, sometimes it increases and sometimes it de-
creases. Whereas for T3, the execution time start increasing with the number
of mappers, the reason is that the size of the data is small to be divided and
the gain we got from DBSCAN while dividing the data is much smaller that
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the time Hadoop spends to communicate and merge the results.

As a final observation from both Figure 7.9 and Figure 7.10, we can notice
that MapReduce and Hadoop work better with medium to large datasets,
Whereas, it works worse with small datasets.

7.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, we implemented the DDC approach in a 2-stages MapRe-
duce paradigm to prove that DDC suits very well the MapReduce framework,
which is widely used in cloud computing systems and widely used to scale
a lot of existing algorithms. We apply our algorithm to a very large dataset
which contains 1 Million points, and run our experiment on a lab-sized of 20-
nodes cluster. The results from the experiments show the speed-up and scale-
up performance of DDC are very efficient while using Hadoop and MapRe-
duce paradigm. Nevertheless, we also concluded that Hadoop suits well very
large dataset and performs worse with a small dataset.
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EIGHT

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

Big Data arises with many challenges, such as volume, velocity, variety, verac-
ity. Analysing accurately Big Data is a very difficult task. Many researches
have been very active recently in developing new data mining techniques that
can deal effectively with Big Data taking into account the 4V’s challenges.
Most of the proposed techniques rely on parallelising the existing techniques
to reduce the computational complexity. As the data we collect nowadays is
by nature distributed, and 80% of it is spatial or has an element of space in it.
We focused in this thesis on analysing spatial data. The aim of this thesis is
to define a new approach for clustering spatial datasets which is able to clus-
ter very large datasets without relying on parallelising the existing clustering
algorithm. Our new approach exploits the advantages of distributed and par-
allel computing (cloud computing) while avoiding pure parallelisation of the
sequential versions of the existing algorithms.

The first contribution of this thesis was to propose an efficient and flexible
distributed clustering framework that can work with the existing data mining
algorithms. The framework was tested on spatial datasets using the K-means
and DBSCAN algorithms. The approach produced excellent results in terms
of quality of a final results and response time.
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The second contribution is that the proposed DDC is dynamic, as it does
not need the exact number of clusters in advance (as an input parameter).
This solves one of the major problems of the traditional and very popular
clustering algorithms, such as K-means and DBSCAN. In the case of K-means,
the number of target clusters "K" must be known in advance. This is a very
penalising limitation, since in the majority of cases, "K" cannot be known in
advance. The implementation of K-means using our approach does not need
"K" in advance; it is calculated dynamically. This is a huge improvement for
the K-means algorithm.

The third contribution of this thesis is that the DDC approach has two main
phases: the fully parallel phase where each node of the system calculates its
own local clusters based on its portion of the entire dataset. There are no
communications during this phase, it takes full advantage of task parallelism.
The second phase is distributed, but it generates some communications be-
tween the nodes. However, the overhead due to these communications was
minimised by using a new concept of cluster representatives. Each cluster
is represented by its contour and its density, which counts for about 2% of
the cluster size in general. The last characteristic made the approach very
efficient in terms of computational complexity. This was proven by imple-
menting the approach with two types of implementations: in-house imple-
mentation using a cluster of computers and cloud computing implementation
using MapReduce paradigm. The results of both implementations showed
that the approach is efficient and can handle very large datasets. Moreover,
we concluded also from the two different implementations that the in-house
implementation is more suitable for small datasets, whereas the cloud com-
puting solution is more suitable for large datasets.

The last contribution of this thesis is that the DDC approach was tested
using various benchmarks. The benchmarks were chosen in a such a way
to reflect all the difficulties of clusters extraction. These difficulties include
the shapes of the clusters (convex and non-convex), the data volume, and the
computational complexity. The experimental results showed that the approach
is very robust and can deal with various situations (various shapes, densities,
size, etc.).
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8.1 Possible Directions for Future Work

Despite the very important contributions that the proposed DDC approach
has brought for mining Big Data, we still aim to improve the approach and
extend it to other data mining techniques. We aim to extend the framework
to non-spatial datasets by using Knowledge Map [170] for example. More
precisely we would like to pursue this research to extend this framework to
deal with the following:

1. Extend our current study and implementations to 3D spatial datasets
and to spatio-temporal datasets. One needs to develop and/or extend
current techniques for finding overlapping clusters in 3D and spatio-
temporal datasets.

2. Develop an aggregation phase that can deal with non-spatial datasets.
This will involve looking at ways of finding similarities between two or
more local non-spatial clusters. Another idea that worth exploring is to
use a different clustering algorithm in the aggregation phase to cluster
the local clusters based on their characteristics. One of the techniques
that can be used as a first attempt is the agglomerative approaches.

3. Define the requirements and specifications of the framework for us-
ing various clustering algorithms during the first phase. For instance,
for spatial datasets, the clusters representatives and their contours are
enough as a global representation of the clusters independently of the
clustering technique used. With non-spatial data, one needs to define an
efficient representation of a non-spatial cluster so that, it represents well
the local clusters and, on the other hand, the representation minimises
the data exchange between the system nodes.

4. Develop a three phase approach to deal with non-spatial datasets. For
instance, the idea is to produce local clusters during the first phase. The
second phase will create a knowledge map based on these local clusters.
Finally, we produce global clusters by quickly exploring the knowledge
map. This approach has the advantage of reusing the map of knowledge
that was produced before and the last phase can be executed on demand
without going through the whole three phases again.
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5. In the case of MapReduce implementation, one wants to explore the pos-
sibility of using different strategies of merging clusters by, for instance,
assigning different keys to the mappers and defining the neighbourhood
while merging (reducing) the local (mapper) results.
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